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Abstract
Controlling molecule translocation through nanosized gaps is of great interest
in novel systems for single molecule analysis and biomolecular membranes. The
molecular gating property of thermo-responsive end-grafted poly(N-isopropyl-
acrylamide) (PNIPAM) polymer brushes on well-shaped gold-silica nanostruc-
tures is intended to be investigated for controlled protein transportation via
extinction spectroscopy and fluorescence microscopy methods below and above
PNIPAM lower critical solution temperature (LCST; 32 °C in water). Poly-
mer brushes are prepared via Activators Regenerated by Electron Transfer
Atom Transfer Radical Polymerization (ARGET-ATRP) by employing Bis[2-(2-
bromoisobutyryloxy)undecyl] disulfide (DTBU) and its thiol (TBU) equivalent as
initiators for the reaction. Variation of PNIPAM reaction time/solvent constituency
during the polymerization, results in different swollen/collapsed polymer brush
thicknesses, indicated by the plasmonic shifts in extinction spectroscopy and
surface plasmon resonance experiments. By having sufficient polymer thickness
and grafting density for, e.g. 80-90 nm, nanowells, polymer conformational change
below and above LCST, allows controlled gating of these nanostructures. This
feature was employed for protein transportation through the polymer brush
interface in and out of the fabricated nanowell according to its plasmonic activity.
In addition, we investigated molecular gating of fluorescently labelled protein
transportation by complimentary fluorescence microscopy measurements.
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Introduction 1
Single molecule entrapment and subsequent analysis of their
structure, function and binding events is of high interest not only
by the fundamental research scientists, but also by biomedical and
pharmaceutical industries. This is due to the fact, that biomolecules,
such as proteins, may exist in various conformations in same [1,
2] and different environments [3], thus their individual structure
and function are not possible to distinguish from the group of
the same kind of molecules [3–6]. By not being able to do this,
we limit our understanding of fundamental blocks (proteins) of
biological events, e.g. enzyme activity [5], messaging (protein-
protein interaction) [7], protein oligomerization [8, 9] and other
processes. This can be seen as follow-up studies upon single cell
research, which has enabled understanding of the heterogeneities
between cells [10]. In addition, currently existing systems, which
allow to study individual molecules lack means to avoid unwanted
forces acting on themolecules in their local environment during the
analysis and include immobilization of molecules on the surface.
One of the main reasons why scientists struggle to study single
biomolecules is due to the fact that they should be in conditions,
that would replicate their native environment as much as possible
(e.g. physiological conditions). Also, it is difficult to entrap bio-
molecules in such a manner, that they would not diffuse away
when the experiment is performed [6]. In addition, most of the
known trapping toolsmainlywork for bigger objects (e.g. biological
cells) [11], exclude the needed aqueous environment, pH and salt
concentration for proteins [12]. Even though it would be possible
to covalently link a protein in question on a surface, this would
restrict their degree of freedom and conformational states, which
could impale their function [5]. Nevertheless, nanoscale capsules,
known as liposomes, which could be used in physiological condi-
tions, have been previously reported [13] as a possible solution to
the mentioned problems. However, the number of encapsulated
biomolecules compared to the liposome total volume is small in
practice, the surrounding liquid around the proteins inside the
liposomes is difficult to exchange and small molecule loading
inside these vesicles is still challenging, therefore reducing the
wide applicability of such systems for biomolecule study.
To begin with, in order to tackle some of the previously mentioned
limitations, we suggest trapping proteins in nanoscale chambers
[14], e.g. nanowells (Figure 1.1 (a, b, c top layer and d, left)) or
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nanocaves (Figure 1.1 (c bottom layer and d, right)), in a non-
invasive manner and without immobilizing them.
Figure 1.1: Scanning electron mi-
croscope images with cross-sections
of the nanoscale chambers, nanow-
ells ((a), (b), (c, top), (d, left)) and
nanocaves ((c, bottom), (d, right); cut
with focused ion beam (FIB)). [14]
These nanocontainers are functionalized with thermo-responsive
polymer brushes of poly(N-Isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM; fig.
1.2) via Activators Regenerated by Electron Transfer Surface Ini-
tiated Atom Transfer Radical Polymerization (ARGET-SI-ATRP),
acting as a gate for biomolecule translocation due to conforma-
tional change induced by controlled temperature variation (fig.
1.3). When the polymer is in the swollen state, it acts as an impenet-
rable entropic barrier (such as poly(ethylene glycol)(PEG) polymer
brushes [15]) and when the temperature reaches PNIPAM’s lower
critical solution temperature (LCST; ≈32 °C in aqueous solutions
[16]), the polymer brushes collapse into compact globule states,
thus opening the nanochamber and letting biomolecules translo-
cate. By doing this, it could be possible to mimic the biomolecule
native environment by keeping them trapped in fixed volume
containers for further analysis similarly to a technique proposed
previously [17].
Figure 1.2: Temperature responsive
PNIPAM polymer used as an en-
tropic barrier after being grafted on
nanochambers.
Figure 1.3: PNIPAM polymer brush
functionalized nanostructure gating
mechanism for proteins.
The goal of this thesis is mainly focused on optimizing the poly-
merization conditions to achieve the needed PNIPAM polymer
brush thickness in order to control the translocation of bovine
serum albumin (BSA) through the polymer brush functionalized
nanopores and trapping them in a non-invasive way. The transloca-
tion and trapping are monitored with extinction spectroscopy and
fluorescence microscopy. In addition, complimentary experiments
in order to detect possible protein-polymer interactions, which
3
could impede the gating through the nanopores, with Surface
Plasmon Resonance (SPR) and Quartz Crystal Microbalance with
Dissipation Monitoring (QCM-D) will be discussed. Due to to the
fact, that the molecular weight and, thus, grafting density of the
polymer brush layer cannot be characterized straightforwardly [18],
we only determined the dry, swollen and collapsed brush heights
(non-interactive probe method [19]). This was needed in order to
optimize polymer brush height upon varying solvent composi-
tion and time during the polymerization and achieve switchable




2.1 Surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
The excitation of surface plasma waves was first described over a
century ago by Wood [20]. Consequently, Kretschmann [21] and
Otto [22] showed that the surface plasmons (SPs) can be optically
excited by attenuated total reflection in late sixties. After that, SPs
gained great importance and have been extensively researched
[23, 24]. Nowadays, the significant variety of applications of the
surface plasmon effect has risen over the decades and only keeps on
growing. Consequently, the surface plasmon resonance effect was
employed to study changes of the bulk and local surface refractive
indexes.
To begin with, fundamental properties of SPs will be overviewed.
An important feature of dielectric/metal interfaces, called surface
plasma oscillations, appear when the electron charges, localized on
a metal boundary, carry out coherent motion (fig. 2.1). These waves
were first described by Ritchie [25] and proven experimentally
by Powell and Swan [26]. A dispersion relation $(kx) describes
these longitudinal oscillations, where it takes into account their
frequency$ and thewave vector kx. In addition, charge fluctuations
together with transversal and longitudinal electromagnetic field
are localized in the z direction up to around 1 angstrom (Thomas-
Fermi screening length) on the metal boundary. As it has been
known for surface waves, the electromagnetic field (depicted by
equation 2.1) is at its peak when z is zero and disappears when |z|
is approaching infinity (see fig. 2.2). This phenomenon clarifies
why the charge fluctuations together with the electromagnetic field
E (consists of two components - transversal and longitudinal) are
especially sensitive to changes happening on the surface. [24]
 = ±0 exp[+8(:GG ± :II − $C)] (2.1)
Figure 2.1: The charges of the surface
plasmons, which propagate on a sur-
face, in the direction of kx vector. Hy
depicts the direction of the magnetic
field (p-polarized wave) on the y axis.
Figure 2.2: Eletrical field exponential
decay of SPs in the direction of z.
In eq. 2.1, "+" and "-" signs are when z≥0 and z≤0, accordingly,
and the transversal and longitudinal electromagnetic field vector
kz describes the exponential decay of the field Ez. The wave vector
kx coincides with the direction of the x axis and is equal to 2/? ,
where p is the wavelength of the plasmon oscillations. It can
also be expressed with respect to a certain medium of choice
through the refractive index, e.g. k = $n/c. In addition, k has to
have imaginary and real parts, where k = Re(k) + iIm(k), otherwise
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the wave would propagate indefinitely. From Maxwell’s equations,
one may derive simplified dispersion relations (eq. 2.3 and 2.4)
in the case of a planar surface (e.g. semi-infinite metal), having
the dielectric function (&1 = &1’ + i&1”), and placed in parallel to



















= :2G + :2I8 (2.4)
Where eq. 2.2 is known as the dispersion relation. It is important to
mention, that because of the differences in energy and momentum
of incident light and the SPs, even if the dispersion relation arrives
close to the light line
√
&2$/c at small kI , the SPs cannot be excited
and turned into "radiative". [24, 27] Or in other words, at a give
photon energy ~$, for the photons to be "converted" into SPs, the
wave vector ~$/c has to be elevated by a value of Δkx [24]. This
can be done practically by introducing a coupler material with a
higher dielectric constant (e.g., prism or waveguide) [28]). Then, if





Due to the fact that the SPR system with the prism coupler is
employed, in the next section coupling with the ATR (attenuated
total reflection) coupler, will be overviewed.
2.1.1 Excitation of Surface Plasmons by Attenuated Total
Reflection (ATR) coupling
When light is reflected from the metal surface, which has an
adjacent dielectric layer (&0>1; e.g., quartz half cylinder or prism),
the momentum of the light turns out to be ~$/c
√
&0 instead of







Where &0 is the permitivity of the dielectricmedium (not of vacuum,
in this case) and 0 is the incident angle of incoming light. Then
2.1 Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) 7
Figure 2.3:An angular SPR spectrum
is presented, where the incident light
coupling with the SPs is shown as
the minimum in the spectrum at 43
degrees and denoted as the SPR (sur-
face plasmon resonance) angle. Total
internal reflection angle (TIR) is such,
at which the light with a momentum
$/c
√
&0 is fully reflected from the
metal surface at the same angle of
incidence.
the dispersion relation meets its requirements in order to match
the energy and momentum of the incident light (prism/metal
interface) and the SPs (air/metal interface). The excitation of
the SPs is then observed as the reflectivity minimum in fig. 2.3.
This system is known as the Kretschmann-Raether configuration
[21] and is commonly depicted in nowadays Surface Plasmon
Resonance software as the angular scan. In the Figure, we observe
the total internal reflection angle (TIR), which happens when light
travels through one medium with a refractive index n1, which is
bigger than n2. It is then fully reflected when the angle of incidence
is higher than the critical angle c [29]. Also, in this context, it
is important to mention Snell’s law, which describes how light is
transmitted through an interface of two media:
=1 sin(8) = =2 sin(C) (2.7)
And from this equation, the critical angle of incidence, at which







Therefore by employing TIR and SPR angle shifts from the angular
spectrum (fig. 2.3) we can determine, whether the refractive index
changes are evident locally on the metal surface (from SPR angle
shifts) or in the bulk (from TIR angle shifts).
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Moreover, one may try to look at the generation of SPs in this way
also: because the SPs are excited at the interface of prism/metal
(in the vicinity of the total reflection), the evanescent light wave,
having the phase velocity  = $/kx = c/(
√
&0 sin0 (>1)) will
propagate in the interface with the phase velocity, which is equal or
smaller than the speed of light. Also, note that the light’s intensity
decreases exponentially going along themetal layer if the excitation
is done not on the whole film at once. [21, 24] Nevertheless, the
SP resonance condition is accomplished, because the evanescent




Where k0G indicates the wave vector in the interface between the
metal and dielectric.
Lastly, the ATR minimum, as observed in Figure 2.3, may be
quantitatively described by the Fresnel’s equations for the three
medium system - dielectric medium (e.g. quartz), metal layer with
a certain thickness d and the second dielectric (e.g. vacuum) and
will be reviewed in the next section.
2.1.2 Fresnel coefficients and modelling
Generally, in surface plasmon resonance experiments, it is possible
use the equation 2.10 [30] in order to determine, whether a binding
event occurs on or within the layer of interest:
' = ((= 5 − =1)(1 − exp(−23/)) (2.10)
where R is the angular response, S is the sensitivity of the SPR
response, nf and nb are refractive indexes of the surface adsorbed
film and the bulk solution, d is the thickness of the film (in nano-
meters) and  is the length of the evanescent field. The equation
2.10 may be applied only when the refractive index of the film of
interest is not very different from the refractive index of the bulk
solution. [31, 32]
However, it suffers from the limitation of not being able to de-
termine the decay length of the evanescent wave theoretically.
In contrast, Fresnel coefficients may be applied to model single
interface as well as multilayer systems in terms of how much
transmitted light goes through or is reflected from the modelled
system.
Fresnel coefficients range in values between zero and unity and
depict how much light is either transmitted or reflected (in relative
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intensities). There is one coefficient each for s or p polarizations
and transmitted and reflected light (four in total in terms of Fresnel
coefficients). We are only concerned about Fresnel coefficient for
p-polarization (default in the used SPR instruments), which has its
electric field exponential decay component perpendicular to the
surface (z axis, fig. 2.2. Coefficients for the reflected and transmitted
p-polarized light can be expressed through Snell’s law mentioned
beforehand (eq. 2.7) with equations 2.11 and 2.12 in the case of a































Figure 2.4: Illustration of transmitted
and reflected light beams, when the
distance d is smaller than the coher-
ence length of the incident light.
Moreover, it is important to have a look at a 3 material system
(e.g., 2 interfaces; single layer), where the thickness of the metal
is smaller than the width of light and the coherence length. This
results in the encounter with the reflected wave, carrying a phase
shift, from the interface of metal and air (denoted as 2 and 3) and
the incident wave when it reflects at the interface of the dielectric
and metal (1 and 2, respectively) as seen in fig. 2.4. In this case the
Fresnel coefficients include light interference, because the light is
perfectly coherent (d is way smaller than the coherence length) and
are expressed as follows:
A =
A,12 + A,234 82:03=2 cos(2)
1 + A,12A,234 82:03=2 cos(2)
(2.13)
C =
C ,12 + C ,234 8:03=2 cos(2)
1 + A,12A,234 82:03=2 cos(2)
(2.14)
where k0 is the free wave vector and is used to correlate the distance
3 and thewavelength0 due to evident light interference. However,
in order to determine the new transmitted angle (further expression
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Where j is just a counter (e.g. for the number of terms). Equation
2.15 may be used in order to describe systems with several layers,
but gives an imaginary part that is negative (necessary in order to
implement into computer software).
Lastly, due to the fact, that SPR sensors contain more than one layer
the so-called matrix transfermethod has to be applied in order to
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Where m is a medium. It takes into account intensities, that are
transmitted or reflected through/from individual boundaries,
because they are the final products of the measurement. Also,
in, e.g. semi-infinite medium m, there is no inclusion of the light
wave reflected backwards (no light interference accounted for).
[29] In order to understand how much light has been reflected or
transmitted, the matrices have to be multiplied together and the








2.1.3 Non-interacting molecules method for polymer
brush height determination
In this subsection, the non-interacting molecules method will be
briefly discussed as it was employed to determine the dry, swollen
and collapsed PNIPAM polymer brush heights with the help of
Fresnel coefficient modelling. The method was first proposed by
Schoch and Lim [32], and further extended by our group [19]. Its
importance has risen due to the issue of modelling a hydrated
film, where, because of the convoluted refractive index (e.g. due to
solvent interactions influencing polymer swelling), the thickness
cannot be determined anymore. For example, the solventmolecules
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Figure 2.5: In the Figure, the SPR
angle change as a function of time
is illustrated. The non-interacting mo-
lecules of 35 kDa PEG are injected
over a hydrated polymer brush film
and above the LCST of PNIPAM and
rinsed off completely with the run-
ning phosphate buffer (PBS).
could penetrate the film and then the film’s refractive index is
something in between the solvent’s and pure film’s. Consequently,
either the solvated film’s thickness or its refractive index have to be
determined separately in order to determine the other according
to eq. 2.10.
The principle of the non-interactive probe method is to inject a
certain type of molecules over the film of interest (fig. 2.5), retrieve
the changes in bulk refractive index (with and without the probe;
from the TIR angle) and model the films in solution spectrum
with Fresnel coefficients. The injected molecules (probes), in this
case poly(ethylene glycol)(PEG), should not interact with the layer
(e.g., polymer brushes; no irreversible interaction observed after
injection and rinse steps in fig. 2.5) and the event of reversible
adsorption (or even lack of) can be observed when plotting SPR
angle changes as a function of TIR angle changes (fig. 2.6).
If the SPR angle changes as a function of TIR angle changes plot
gives linear correlation, it means the chosen molecules are indeed
not interacting with the film. However, if the plot gives a wide
hysteresis, then the probes are not suitable, because they are
interacting with the film.
Figure 2.6: SPR and TIR angle
changes plotted against each other
upon injecting 35 kDa PEG over
PNIPAM polymer brushes at room
temperature.
When the refractive index and the thickness of the film of interest
are unknown, the non-interactive molecules method may be ap-
plied. Schoch and Lim [32] suggest the usage of lower molecular
weight PEG molecules as a reference in order to deduce the differ-
ence in sensitivity (perpendicular to the sample surface), which is
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where ? is the plasmon wavelength, &1 and &0 are the dielectric
constants of the metal and the dielectric, respectively. The way this
equation (2.19) was derived can be found in previously mentioned
authors work [31, 32]. However, it is significant to know that this
way of determining the wetted film thickness is rather limited,
because it may be used for such film refractive indexes, that are
close to the refractive indexes of bulk solution (between 1.33-1.4).
Therefore, in order to use it in the case of polymer films, where the
refractive indexes may not be similar to the bulk, it is necessary to
do a full Fresnel coefficient modelling over a variety of refractive
indexes described by Emilsson et al. [19]. This approach is based
upon using the acquired angular spectrum of the film of interest in
aqueousmedium and considering several different thicknesses and
varying refractive indexes in order to fit the spectrum with Fresnel
modelling. Afterwards, the spectrum, where the non-interactive
probe was injected over the film has to be fitted (bulk refractive
index change is known from the TIR angle) the same way. Lastly,
the refractive index and thickness of the film pair, intersecting with
a certain pair fitted for the non-interacting probe angular spectrum,
results in the wet thickness of the film at a particular refractive
index (e.g., fig. 2.7; n is denoted as the refractive index and d is the
thickness of the PNIPAM polymer brushes).
Figure 2.7: Modelled angular spectra
of reference (PNIPAM polymer brush
film without the probe) and brush
surface with non-interactive probe 35
kDa PEG in PBS solution at pH = 7.6
intersecting at a singular n and d pair.
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2.1.4 Plasmonic nanostructured surfaces
Plasmonic nanostructured surfaces are used as substrates, from
which the PNIPAM polymer brushes are grown by ARGET-ATRP.
In conjunction, they result in a biosensing platform, which relies
on the SP grating coupling mechanism as described by Raether [24,
33]. Nevertheless, it is important to mention two resonance modes,
which determine the SPR effect in arrays of nanoholes - localized
(from individual holes in an array) and one resulting from the
periodicity of the holes.[34–36]. It is enough to have distances
between nanostructures, which range up to ∼300 nm (in our case)
in order to result in the SPR effect [35, 36]. Therefore the excitation
of SP condition can be expressed in:
2
Re(:G)
9 = % (2.20)
where P is the periodicity of the nanostructures in the array and
the left side of the equation is denoted as the surface plasmon
wavelength multiple. In the case of short-range ordered arrays,
P is described as characteristic spacing between the nanopores.
Due to the fact that the surface plasmons are excited on a surface
containing periodic holes in these kind of arrays, characteristic
asymmetric resonance denoted as "Peak" and "Dip" in typical
extinction spectrum may be observed (will be discussed more in
section 2.3) [37].
2.2 Polymers
Polymers are chains of covalently interconnected molecules, mono-
mers, as suggested by Staudinger in 1920 [38], however, they
primarily differ from other molecular chains by being large in size.
Even though polymers have been around in nature throughout
history, people knew nothing about their structure, but have been
utilizing these macromolecular chains on day-to-day basis. One of
many biopolymeric examples found in nature is the natural rubber
known as caoutchouc and before anybody realized it was a polymer,
it was utilized in making water proof roofs, containers and even
balls for the Mesoamerican ball game at least 3670 years ago [39,
40]. Moreover, in the middle of 1900s, chemists have been synthes-
izing polymeric chains without knowing they were really large
molecules, but around that time most of the fundamental concepts
have already been noted. Therefore, fundamental concepts, which
will be talked about in this chapter, will mainly include work from
themiddle 1900s as well as some newermacromolecular properties
of polymeric brush materials.
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2.2.1 Polymer chains
As mentioned beforehand, polymeric chains consist of smaller
repeating units called monomers. The process of polymerization
describes linking these smaller blocks covalently and the assembly
into a polymer. By estimating the degree of polymerization N it
is possible to know how many monomeric units are comprising
the macromolecule of interest. Then the total molar mass of the
polymer can be determined by:
" = #"<>=><4A (2.21)
where Mmonomer is the molar mass of one monomeric unit in the
chain. An example drawn structure of polymers can be seen in
Figure 2.8, where the polymerization of vinyl monomers took place
(R is any kind of chosen chemical moiety). The polymerization
degree N can be shown after the brackets or in order to denote
the number of specific monomers in the polymer and avoid the
possible complexity when polymers consist of different types of
monomers, small letters are used instead. For example, if there are
two types of monomers in the polymer chain, then Nwill be equal
to the sum of n and p (indicates another type of monomer than n),
etc. monomers.
Figure 2.8: An example of a chemical
structure of a polymer.
Polymer chains, that only contain one type of monomer are
known as homopolymers. Linear polymers may have billions
of monomers, therefore when they are connected with so many
others, their physical characteristics are not the same anymore.
For example, the boiling point rises with the number of backbone
monomeric units and consequently results in varying utilization.
[41] In addition, macromolecules can have different shapes (e.g.,
dendrimer, linear, ring, etc.) or types of monomers, which result in
heteropolymers (e.g., deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), which may
contain 20 billion monomers).
While the degree of polymerization is one of the more important
parameters in regard of polymer chains, radius of gyration R6 ,
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Kuhn’s length b and polydispersity I have to be mentioned as well
(in the scope of a freely jointed chain model). The radius of gyration,







('8 − '2<)2 (2.22)
It defines the average squared distance Ri between each monomer
in a given environment and the chain’s center of mass Rcm. The
following two equations describe Kuhn’s length and polydispersity






 = "F/"= (2.24)
In eq. 2.23 〈R2〉 is mean-square end-to-end distance (〈R2〉 equal to
nb2), which are number of monomers and bond length (the bond
vectors are not correlated), R<0G - the length of a rod-like polymer,
and b is the Kuhn’s length (within the random-walk model), also
known as a stiffness parameter.
Polymer solutions are foundwith a distribution of different lengths
of chains or molecular weight, which may result frommany factors
such as chain termination. Therefore, an estimate, representing
this distribution, called the polydispersity index, can be estimated
with eq. 2.24.Mw andMn are weight-average and number-average
molar masses (the larger the ratio is, the broader distribution of
polymer chain molar masses in the sample).Mn takes into account
a fraction of molecules with a specific N, whereas Mw considers
the weight fraction of individual chains to contribute to a certain
molecular weight [41].
Because significant parameters in the framework of polymer chains
have been introduced, it is important to understand how the
free energy of the chain relates the chain conformational entropy,
excluded volume entropy and interaction with the solvent surround-
ing the chain. The reason for this is because together these terms
may give clues how the chain behaves in a certain medium. Firstly,
the excluded volume entropy includes a certain volume of, e.g.
one polymer segment, that cannot be occupied by another, giving
an increase in free energy (expressed by eq. 2.25). Secondly, by
still assuming the freely joint chain and random walk model for a
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polymer chain, the conformational entropy is taken in regard of
end to end distance (eq. 2.26).








where k is Boltzmann’s constant, r is the polymer chain end to
end distance,  - the excluded volume of one monomeric unit, a is
the monomer size (e.g. length of a step in a random walk model)
and b is the Kuhn’s length, which, in opposite to a, is dependent of
the previous taken steps of the Kuhn segment chain. By knowing
these components, we can derive an expression of total free energy


















[1 − "] + 2>=BC0=C (2.28)
The interaction term contains a dimensionless factor ", which
includes polymer-polymer, polymer-solvent and solvent-solvent
interaction energies [42]. If " is taken to be unity, the so-called
theta solvent condition will be reached. This means that the solvent
interaction energies are completely counteracted by the excluded
volume effect. If the factor " is below unity, then the polymer
chain is in a coil shape, but when " is above unity, the polymer
is considered to be in a globule state. By having polymer chains
in different media, it is possible to assess different scaling laws
in terms of the chain end to end distance R and the degree of
polymerization N as seen in fig. 2.9.
Figure 2.9:Different scaling factors of
polymer chains according to the dom-
inating interactions (e.g. polymer-
polymer or polymer-solvent) result-
ing in varying shapes of polymer
chains in solution.
In the next section, polymer chains tethered by one end on a solid
surface and free on the other will be overviewed.
2.2.2 Polymer brushes
Polymer brushes are known to be tightly packed polymer chains,
which are tethered by one end to the surface or an interface (e.g.,
solid-air, solid-liquid, liquid-liquid) and free in with the other end
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[43–45] and have first been studied as possible anti-flocculants
for colloidal particles in the 1950s [46]. It was realized back then,
that the repulsion between polymer brush functionalized particles
come from the significant hydration of the brushes, which results
in high osmotic pressure [45].
Consider the formation of the polymer brush layer. Upon the at-
tachment of the polymer chains, a packed layer of polymer chains
is achieved, consequently, leading to the stretching of the chains
from the surface into the medium of interest. On the other hand,
compared to polymer brushes, free polymer chains in solution
tend to adapt a random-walk conformation [45]. This conforma-
tional difference gives polymer brushes different properties over
the typical polymer chains in solution and result in a variety of
applications such as anti-fouling surfaces [47], adhesive materials
[48], model systems of surfactants [43], etc.
There are many variations of polymer brushes ranging from mi-
celles, grafted polymers (also copolymers) on solid substrate and
others. The shared characteristic among these different config-
urations is that polymer chains are elongated (fig. 2.10). Due to
available vast literature about different types of polymer brushes,
only homopolymer end-grafted polymer brushes will be discussed
in this thesis.
2.2.3 Polymer brushes in a solvent
Alexander [49], de Gennes [50] and Cantor [51] were the first
researchers, who explicitly remarked unique properties of tethered
polymer chains in the late 1970s - early 1980s. Primarily numerical
and analytical Self-Consistent Field (SCF) estimations described
the structure of end-attached polymer chains.
Figure 2.10: Polymer brushes in dif-
ferent configurations.
In order to get a better view of how end-attached polymer chains
behave in a certain medium, one has to consider several factors. To
begin with, polymer brush configurational free states are limited
due to the fact that polymer brushes are located at an interface.
Because there are other densely packed chains around on the
interface as well, the monomer-monomer interaction is enforced by
increasing the number of contact points in the event of overlapping
of the chains. Consequently, the polymer chains are stretched away
perpendicular to their grafting points, reducing the local monomer
concentration in the film and increasing its thickness, L. In addition,
because the polymer brushes are now stretched, the interaction
energy Gint per coil is lowered by increasing the elastic free energy
Gel and then the overall free energy between two segments (eq.
2.29; notation of F, according to cited literature, was changed to G
in order to make it more clear) is minimized by Alexander’s model
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[49].With it, it is possible to describe a non-adsorbing, even surface,
where the monodisperse polymer chains are end-attached. The
brushes contain N statistical segments (e.g. monomeric units) with
a certain diameter a, where the average length between the grafting
points is d (significantly smaller than the radius of gyration of a
free polymer chain).
 = 8=C + 4; (2.29)
Therefore the equilibrium thickness of the brush layer is governed
by these two factors (additional one - the solvent contribution was
discussed in section 2.2.1). However, in order to make these terms
valid, one has to assume that the depth profile of the statistical
segments are considered in a step-like fashion, resulting in a
constant segment concentration throughout the brush layer (e.g.
) = #03/32!). In this case, all of the end-grafted polymer brush
free ends are located at a spaced distance L perpendicular to the
interface. [45]
One of the solutions for the free energy, which takes into account
the reduction in configurational entropy from the ideal polymer
random walk chain, is known as the Flory approximation. The free








where R0 is the radius of an ideal, unperturbed polymer chain
(e.g. proportional to N1/2 for linear chains). In addition, then the
equilibrium thickness of the polymer brush film is achieved by









This estimation describes how polymer brush equilibrium thick-
ness scales with the degree of polymerization in a good solvent.
However, depending on the medium the end-grafted (on a planar
surface) chains are exposed to, the scaling relationship can be
different (table 2.1) and, in fact, compared to free polymer chains,
not similar at all [45, 52, 53].
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Solvent Polymer brush Free polymer
Good solvent L/a ∼ #(0/3)2/3 ' ∼ #3/5
Theta solvent L/a ∼ #(0/3) ' ∼ #1/2
Poor solvent L/a ∼ #(0/3)2 ' ∼ #1/3
Bulk state (or melt
brush)
L ∼ #2/3 ' ∼ #1/2
Table 2.1: Polymer chain equilibrium
thickness scaling in different media.
Alexander’smethod is a simple enough assumption forminimizing
the free energy of polymer coils, because it depends on shifting the
equilibriumbetween polymer chain-chain repulsion and stretching.
Overall, it can be used further to describe hydrodynamic properties
of the end-grafted brushes such as - hydrodynamic thickness,
compressibility and permeability of the brush [45]. However, its
limitation lies in not including where the chain ends are located
at any time point, how the polymer chains separate or intermix
with each other (when polymer brushes are of different length or
comprise of different monomers) or the fundamental distribution
of the chain unit density. [45] Nevertheless, the resulting parabolic
polymer brush density profile then is:
)(G) ∝ [!2 − G2] (2.32)
where L is the height of the brush (denoted as "h" in the cited
literature [49]) and x is the distance from the surface of interest.
This estimation describes polymer brush layer density in away, that
at the points, where the chains are grafted, the function results in
maximum value and at the outer edge of the film, in zero. However,
in contrast to Alexander’s [49] model, it does not assume that the
brushes have their free ends of the chains at the same limited
height. [54]
2.2.4 Polymer grafting techniques
Even though there are two most commonly applied methods (fig.
2.11) - grafting-to and grafting-from [55], through which polymer
chains can be attached to a surface of interest, only grafting-from
approach will be described more in detail in this section.
Nevertheless, in brief, grafting-to approach consists mainly of
one step for attaching polymer chains on a surface and it is by
having a certain functional end-moiety on a monomer (e.g., thiol
or disulfide moieties), which binds to the substrate [56]. In this
case, the polymers usually have a known molecular weight pre-
determined, therefore having an advantage over grafting-from
approach, where the molecular weight is difficult to estimate,
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Figure 2.11: Two most commonly
employed polymer chain tethering
strategies.
because of low polymer concentration after cleaving them from
the surface [57]. The main disadvantage of grafting-to approach
is that it usually has lower grafting densities (for large polymers)
compared to grafting-from method, which may result in different
surface properties. For example, if grafting density is too low, in
the event of protein adsorption, the penetration into the brush
or even adsorbing onto the surface where it is not wanted to
[58]. Therefore the grafting density Γ (chains/nm2) is a highly
significant parameter when trying to realize polymer brushes for
a possible application and can be determined with the following





where, h is the dry thickness of the polymer film,  is polymer
brush density, NA is Avogadro’s number and Mn is the number-
average molecular weight as explained beforehand. If the polymer
brush film thickness is not determined, then one may use an
alternative approach including the surface area of the substrate
and the cleaved weight of the polymer [60]. The grafting density
can be related to the monomer volume fraction Φ inside the brush
through Alexander-de Gennes solvated brush model as seen in the
relation 2.34 [61]:
Figure 2.12: Alexander-de Gennes
polymer brushes.
Φ ∼ 6(0/)3 ∼ Γ2/3 (2.34)
Where g is the number of monomers and D is the size of the
blob as seen in Figure 2.12. A blob is a hypothetical region in a
polymer chain, where a segment of the chain may occupy a certain
volume in a particular conformation. The blob may contain several
monomers and its size D is equal to a63/5

. The volume per grafted
chain is then equal to !2.
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Moreover, when the distance between the polymer chains x is
smaller than Rg, then the conformation of the brush results in a
polymer chain assembly with a high grafting density (fig. 2.13; [56,
57, 62]). Controversially, if the distance between the polymer chains
is higher than Rg, the polymers will occupy a mushroom-like state.
In addition, grafting-from approach is not limited in terms of the
polymer film thickness, which can be tuned by terminating and
re-initiating the reaction, unlike the grafting-to method.
Figure 2.13: Polymers end-grafted to
a planar surface in two different con-
formations due to varying distance
between the chains.
Surface Initiated - Atom Transfer Radical Polymerization, or SI-
ATRP, is one of the most popular grafting-from polymerization
routes [62–65] for polymer chain tethering on a planar or a curved
surface and was independently discovered by two groups led
by Mitsuo Sawamoto [66] and Krzysztof Matyjaszewski [67] in
1995. Even though there are more than one mode of SI-ATRP,
including, electrochemically [68] and light mediated [69] SI-ATRP,
Activator Regenerated by Electron Transfer (ARGET) approach
will be explained more in detail. The general mechanism for the
reaction can be seen in Figure 2.14 [55, 56].
Figure 2.14: The mechanism of
ARGET-ATRP.
The R-Br species is the self-assembled monolayer on a metal sub-
strate, which has a bromide moiety. Consequently, it can be turned
into a radical and initiate the polymer chain growth once the
Cu(II) Br2(Ligand) is reduced to Cu(I) Br(Ligand) by an appropriate
reducing agent such as ascorbic acid (not denoted in the general
ARGET-ATRP scheme in fig. 2.14). Cu(I) complex acts as a catalyst
for the reaction due to Cu(I) complex oxidation, which, in turn, pro-
duces radical species R·. The rate, at which the reaction activates, is
denoted as kact and, in contrast, the deactivation as kdeact. Therefore,
the kinetics of the reaction is governed by the ratio between kact
and kdeact. Because in the equilibrium the deactivated species R-Br
is preferred, the radical amount is limited. Moreover, once the
chain propagation has started at a rate kp, the resulting Cu(II) in
the second step is being converted into Cu(I) by the reducing agent
(e.g. ascorbic acid), which keeps continuing the reaction. The chain
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may be terminated at any point by introducing oxygen species
(e.g. introducing ambient oxygen by opening the lid of the reaction
vessel), which turns Cu(I) into Cu(II), or it naturally will terminate
at a rate kt or once the monomer is depleted.
ARGET-ATRPapproach is preferred to other knownATRPmethods
due to the fact, that it most commonly may be applied in limited
amounts of oxygen [70],whichmayotherwise result in a terminated
polymer chain growth by oxidation of Cu(I) complex or the R·
itself. In general, it is difficult to acquire optimized conditions for
SI-ATRP reactions due to the fact that factors such as the type of
catalyst [71], monomer and ligand [72], and their concentration
[73], type of solvent mixture [74], temperature [75] and pressure
[76] may influence the kinetics of the polymer brush growth.
The conditions from Emilsson et al. [19] have been adapted and
further optimized in order to achieve more reproducible reaction
in terms of homogeneity of the film and thickness.
2.2.5 Thermo-responsive polymer
poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM)
Stimuli-responsivepolymers have becomean exceptionally popular
research are in the last decades. This is due to the fact, that by
controlling their local environment, it is possible to change the
polymer physical and chemical properties [77, 78]. Polymers are
classified as stimuli-responsive, because they respond to certain
external stimulation, which might be pH [79], temperature [80],
mechanical force [81], electric/magnetic fields [82, 83], etc. These
so-called smart materials have been applied as biosensors [84], in
drug delivery [85], as coatings with self-healing capability [86, 87],
for cell culturing [88] and other applications.
The stimuli-responsive polymer of interest is poly(N-isopropylacry-
lamide)(PNIPAM; fig. 1.2), which has been widely studied since
it was first synthesized by Specht et al. in the 1950s [89]. The
stimulus,which changes polymer’s physical properties, is change in
temperature. It is known that when the local polymer temperature
has become 32 °C (in water), the chains undergo a coil-to-globule
transition, because the lower critical temperature (LCST) of the
polymer is reached, expelling up to 80% of its water content
[90, 91]. This is due to the fact that polymer chains start favoring
polymer-polymer interaction (e.g. hydrophobic interaction between
methyl moieties in polymer chains) instead of polymer-solvent.
This live-cell friendly transition temperature opens a pathway to
use PNIPAM for possible biotechnological applications involving
cells [92, 93] and biomolecules such as proteins [58, 90].
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There are known 3 modes of protein adsorption to consider -
primary, ternary and secondary adsorption as seen in fig. 2.15.
The adsorption of proteins on PNIPAM brushes highly depend
on the hydration of the brushes and their grafting density sites
x (Γ = 1/G2) [58, 94]. The former correlates to the fact that the
water amount contained by the polymer brush film translates to
high osmotic pressure, therefore, preventing protein adsorption
within the brush [94]. However, the osmotic pressure will depend
on how closely packed the polymer chains are, e.g., the higher
the surface grafting density Γ the higher the osmotic pressure.
Nevertheless, the osmotic pressure penalty, if needed, may be
overcome by reducing the quality of the solvent for the polymer in
question [58, 95].
Figure 2.15: Different types of pro-
tein adsorption on polymer brushes
depending on their grafting density
sites x.
When the R  x, the adsorption can be primary or ternary [58].
In this case, the protein diffuses through the polymer brush layer
and adsorbs on the substrate, on which the polymer is grafted. The
adsorbed quantity of the protein is influenced by the attraction
force between the protein and the substrate, and the polymer
brush characteristics. When R  x, proteins could adsorb on
the outer plane of the polymer brushes (e.g. the limit, where
the proteins cannot penetrate in to the film anymore) through
interaction with the polymer chains or long-distance attraction
force with the substrate. In addition, if R is in the intermediate
range between the primary and secondary modes, the protein
of interest could penetrate into the brush film, but not as far as
to reach the substrate (e.g. ternary adsorption) [96, 97]. These
explanations give a clear view for further directions in order
to optimize grafting conditions for polymer brushes in order to
avoid possible protein adsorption. However, the fundamental
reasons, describing the reversible protein adsorption, for example,
on PNIPAM functionalized surfaces, are still not established [58].
Lastly, it is important to mention, that more complex protein
adsorption over long periods of time (e.g. 6-72 hours) have been
observed before [90] and can be influenced by protein-polymer
hydrogen bonding (e.g. for PNIPAM polymers), steric exclusion
[98], surface disorder [99] or protein denaturation [100].
2.2.6 The co-nonsolvency effect
When PNIPAM polymer brushes are in good solvent (e.g. water or
methanol) conditions, the chains occupy extended conformation
[101] and the polymer solution is transparent. However, if a certain
volume of another good solvent for PNIPAM is incorporated, the
polymer solutionmight become visibly turbid [102]. This effect was
first describedwithin the standardFlory-Huggins theory and called
the co-nonsolvency effect [103]. It takes place when two, otherwise
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good solvents, e.g. water and methanol, for PNIPAM, are mixed
together in the presence of the polymer chains and become a poor
solvent. This type of polymer - 2 solvent component mixture often
leaves some polymer chains in collapsed, partly collapsed or partly
extended conformation [101, 102, 104]. The possible explanations for
this effect have been addressed: the hydrophobic parts of PNIPAM
hydration is modified by methanol [105], cooperative binding of
water and methanol to PNIPAM polymer chains in segments [106–
108] and bridge formation between PNIPAM chains induced by
methanol [109].
As mentioned in the previous section (section 2.2.4), during ATRP
polymerization the solvent composition is crucial in order to op-
timize the polymer brush homogeneity as well as thickness. Some
studies revealed that in order to achieve relatively fast and con-
trolled polymerization conditions for PNIPAM polymer brushes,
one has to find a rather fixed range of molar fraction " for one
solvent component in comparison with the other [110]. Another
study showed, that rather linear polymer chain growth kinetics
may be achieved when employing 50/50 (v/v) Milli-Q (MQ) water-
/MeOH solventmixture [19]. In the case ofmethanol/water solvent
mixture, it has been reported that molar fraction of methanol for
fast and controlled growth should be kept between 0.16 and 0.31
[110]. However, some studies show uneven water/methanol dis-
tribution around the PNIPAM polymer brushes compared to the
bulk solution when ""4Cℎ0=>; is between 0.17 and 0.5 due to com-
plexation between water and methanol through hydrogen bonds
[111–113]. Others say that PNIPAM chains become soluble only
when ""4Cℎ0=>; is below 0.13 or above 0.4 [105]. Therefore, it seems,
optimizing the polymerization of PNIPAM polymer brushes in
mixed solvents remains a challenging task even though it could
prove worthwhile in terms of reaction kinetics and film uniformity.
Nevertheless, the co-nonsolvency effect has been exploited for
several applications so far including tunable friction of PNIPAM
coatings [101], adhesion of nanoparticles [114] and determining the
enantiomeric excess of some chiral molecules [115].
2.3 Extinction Spectroscopy
Extinction, or the sum of absorption and scattering of incident
light, refers to the asymmetric resonance, which is typical for
small periodic apertures in thin gold layers [37]. These have been
mentioned beforehand and will be referred to as nanowells (the
fabrication of these will be briefly discussed in the method section).
Nevertheless, the plasmonic resonance results in "Peak" and "Dip"
in the extinction spectra as seen in Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.16: Asymmetric resonance
modes of adsorption and scattering
denoted as "Peak" and "Dip".
Our group has discussed different plasmon modes for these nano-
scale apertures in previous work, including their refractive index
sensitivity and sensing capability [33, 34, 36]. In addition, such
holes in the gold film adapt similar properties to long ranged
periodic holes. Therefore, the characteristic "Peak" (fig. 2.16) shows
Bloch wave coupling to surface plasmons, which obtain symmetric-
ally distributed charge densities on both sides of the gold layer. The
wavelength of "Peak" will depend on the periodicity of nanoaper-
tures and the thickness of the gold film, but not the diameter of the
pores, because it does not relate with the grating-mode coupling
of the surface plasmons [116].
The characteristic "Dip", also known as the maximum of the trans-
mission of incident light or the extinction minimum, is observed at
longer wavelengths (fig. 2.16). This sensing mode is more focused
towards the interior of the nanohole than "Peak", therefore changes
in its wavelength, for example, can be attributed to molecule ad-
sorption inside the nanoaperture. It is important to mention, that
"Peak" is also sensitive to molecule binding inside the nanoholes,
but to a lesser extent. The certain position, that the "Dip" occupies
in the extinction spectrum, depends on the shape of the nanohole,
whereas for "Peak", the periodicity of the nanopores is relevant [34,
116].
The sensitivity for local refractive index in these "Peak" and "Dip"
modes depends on the volume of the nanowells, because when
more liquid volume is present in the sensing field, the higher
the change in the refractive index (if there is a change in liquid’s
refractive index) [14]. However, this is only relevant up to a certain
distance from the metal, which spans roughly up to the thickness
of the gold layer (∼30 nm) [34, 116]. Also, even though it is known
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that the "Dip" has a higher sensitivity than "Peak", it shows a bigger
noise level as well [34, 116]. The "Peak" sensitivity is estimated to
be ∼147 nm/RI unit and has a plasmonic field extension of ∼50
nm [117], whereas the "Dip" sensitivity is ∼278 nm/RI unit and its
field extension mainly lies in the interior of the nanowell [14].
2.3.1 Real-time plasmon resonance shift monitoring
The real-time plasmon resonance shift monitoring may be viewed
as the centroid position shift in "Peak" and "Dip" [118]. Then, the
experiment-specific molecular binding is tracked by employing
these shifts in "Peak" and "Dip". For example, in fig. 2.17 the
binding of 2 kDa methoxy poly(ehytlene glycol) thiol (mPEG-SH)
chains and bovine serum albumin (BSA) to the nanowells may be
observed.
Figure 2.17:Real-timeplasmonic shift
of "Peak" and "Dip" upon binding of 2
kDa SH-PEG and BSA. The difference
in shifts between "Peak" and "Dip"
are due to discrepancies in plasmonic
field extensions and their sensitivit-
ies.
Because the nanowells are fabricated in such a way to have two
possible surfaces for the molecules to bind to (gold and fused
silicon dioxide - the deeper interior of the nanowells), different
plasmonic shifts in "Peak" and "Dip" may be observed due to their
characteristic plasmon confinements. The "Dip" shift is higher than
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the "Peak", because, as itwasmentionedbeforehandand it is known,
that for higher wavelengths the sensitivity is higher [118] (fig. 2.18).
However, the "Dip" has more noise than the "Peak", because the
uncertainty of tracking the "Peak" resonance wavelength is 0.01
nm, whereas for "Dip" it is 0.02 nm (for temporal resolution 200
ms), but also the "Dip" is a broader resonance [14]. Nevertheless,
one can apply the discrepancies of sensitivities between "Peak"
and "Dip" in order to determine if certain molecules have bound
to the interior of the nanowell. This feature will be utilized to track
molecular gating through the nanopores and discussed later on.
Figure 2.18:A representation of relat-
ive "Peak" and "Dip" mode plasmonic
field sensitivity regions for nanowell
structures. "Dip" sensitivity region is
not as strictly pronounced as for the
"Peak", therefore it might span over
some of the gold film as well.
A parameter  may be defined as a measure for the degree of
molecular localization in the interior of the nanowells:




When  is ∼0, mainly binding on the planar surface occurs, when
it is 0.5, then no location is preferred and the binding inside the
nanowells is indicated when the numerical value is close to unity
[118].
In the case represented in fig. 2.17,  is 0.547 for BSA binding
event, which indicates biomolecular binding preference inside the
nanowells rather than on the surface [118]. However, this parameter
should be utilized with caution, because the plasmonic shifts may
change from batch to batch of nanostructure production due to
the fact that the manufacturing process does not reproduce exactly
the same structures (e.g. their depth might be slightly different,
thus change the plasmonic shifts in "Peak" and "Dip").
2.4 Quartz Crystal Microbalance with
Dissipation Monitoring (QCM-D)
An alternative choice to refractometric sensingmethodsmentioned
before in sections 2.1 and 2.3 is an acoustic technique known as
Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation Monitoring (QCM-
D) [119–122]. This method’s working principle is to measure ad-
sorbed mass by generating acoustic waves with a piezoelectric
crystal oscillation [120]. Sometimes it is referred to as a balance
for the nanoscale objects. Piezoelectricity is described as an effect,
when certain pressure is applied, which induces crystal lattice
deformation, a voltage is generated by the piezoelectric material
(e.g. quartz crystal; fig. 2.19) and vice versa [119].
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Figure 2.19: a) A QCM-D sensor can
be seen with a gold layer deposited
on top of the quartz crystal. b) When
matching AC voltage is applied, the
crystal starts oscillating laterally. c)
The frequency is translated via Four-
ier Transform into time domain once
the applied voltage is shut off and the
crystal oscillates for some time at its
resonance frequency.
In fig. 2.19 c) the oscillation of the quartz crystal has a certain
amplitude, which is expressed by eq. 2.36) and decreases in time
once the applied voltage is stopped.
(C) = 0 sin(2 5=C)4G?(−= 5=C) (2.36)
In eq. 2.36 fn is the acoustic resonant frequency and Dn is the
dissipation constant, which is dimensionless, because it describes
energy loss per cycle of oscillation [29, 123].
The more in depth explanation for the working principle of QCM-
D is such that when an AC voltage is applied, which is close to
the quartz crystal’s resonant frequency (or multiplied numbers,
known as overtones (depicted as n)), the piezoelectric material
will start oscillating. The oscillations of the crystal drags the gold
electrodes on top and below the crystal leading to generation of
acoustic waves (fig. 2.19 a) and b). Their resonant frequency is








where,  is the speed of sound in quartz, n is an integer (odd num-
ber), d0 is the thickness of the quartz crystal,  is the wavelength
of the standing wave between two gold electrodes and is equal to
2d0/n. For example, if a 300 m thick crystal is taken, the resonant
frequency will be 5.57 MHz. The piezoelectric, used in a QCM-D
experiment, is AT-cut quartz, which means that it produces shear
type of oscillations [121].
Moreover, when molecules adsorb on, the gold layer, which is
deposited on quartz, and form an adlayer, they will be included
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in the collective oscillation. Then the acoustic wave, produced by
the quartz crystal, will be attenuated and the resonance frequency
will be proportional to the mass of the adsorbed layer according to
Sauerbrey’s relation [120, 121]:
Δ 5= = −
=

< 5 = −
=

 5 ℎ 5 (2.38)
where C is the so-called Sauerbrey’s constant and is specific to
the material characteristics of the quartz and its fundamental
resonance frequency (e.g. for a quartz crystal with a density of 2.65
g/cm3 this frequency is∼5MHz (corresponds to a crystal thickness
of 330 m)),  5 is adsorbed layer’s density, < 5 is the mass of the
adsorbed film and hf is its height.
In liquids, the shift in resonance frequency depends on the rela-
tionship between resonance frequency and liquid’s density 1 and
viscosity 1 [120]:







where $ is known as the angular fundamental resonance fre-
quency. In short, equation 2.39 means that when there is a shift in
resonance frequency, it is related to the viscosity and density of
the liquid of interest. Therefore, in order to achieve quantitative
information about the film properties, one always has to take a
reference measurement of the liquid without the film in order to
discern its coupled contribution [120]. However, Sauerbrey’s equa-
tion only applies for rather rigid films. If the adsorbed layer, such
as polymer brushes, has viscoelastic properties, more extensive
modelling of the layer has to be performed (e.g. Voigt model [120,
124, 125]).
The Voigt model is relating the frequency (Δf) and dissipation (ΔD)
changes to the viscoelastic properties of the adsorbed layer through
the  parameter (equations 2.40, 2.41 and 2.42) [123, 124].
 = (1 − 8) 5 −1C0=[(1 − 8)3 5 /] (2.40)











Where d0 and @ are thickness and density of the quartz crystal, df
and  5 are thickness and density of the film and  = (2 5 /$ 5 )1/2.
Parameter  is an equivalent variable to the generalized impedance
Z∗ (a complex number) as in the approach described by Johanns-
mann [124, 126]. Also, all the viscoelastic information about the
adsorbed film is included in it.
In principle, the model takes into account the sum of the stresses
acting on the material of interest due to viscous and elastic parts of
the film, which will not be explained in detail here. However, in the
framework of the model, the general expression for the adsorbed
layer with thickness d 5 and density  5 can be described by the
complex shear modulus ∗:
∗ = ′ + 8′′ =  5 + 82 5  5 =  5 (1 + 82 5  5 ) (2.43)
Where  5 and  5 are known as the elastic shear modulus and
shear viscosity, respectively,  5 is the specific relaxation time of
the adsorbed layer ( 5 =  5 / 5 ) and f is the oscillation frequency .
Then  is achieved by working out the wave equation described by
the Voigt model. Consequently, the final expressions of frequency
and viscosity changes for a viscoelastic ultrathin film under a
Newtonian liquid such as water is [124, 125, 127]:
Δ 5 = − 1
2@C@
(
3 5  5$ − 23 5
 5$2



















The Sauerbrey equation 2.38 is a lesser version of equation 2.44 in
the case of films, which have no viscous contribution.
Overall, QCM-D is known as a powerful tool to study solvated inter-
faces by helping to determine some of the adsorbed film’s structure,
thickness and also may give information about the solvent, which
is coupled to the film. Also, it is able to measure physical and chem-
ical changes in real-time and may give quantitative descriptions
for the studied layers [120]. Some of this technique’s applications
include food processing, marine technologies and biosensors.
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All relevant materials and chemicals may be found in Appendix
A (table A.1). Furthermore, in this section, the applied methods
in this thesis will be summarized and described. More detailed
subsection information is indicated in the content table.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Nanostructure fabrication
The production of nanostructures has been done by another per-
son of the group according to the process described in detail by
Malekian et. al [14] (fig. 3.1).
Figure 3.1: Step-wise preparation of
nanowells andnanocaves. Taken from
Malekian et al. [14].
However, in short, one has to utilize clean, fused and amorphous
silica (SiO2) as a support to begin with. Then, colloidal litography
is utilized in order to structure a pattern for future nanowells or
nanocaves. Consequently, oxygen plasma etching is employed in
order to tune thediameter of the annealed colloids (e.g. polystyrene)
to the wanted values. Gold (30 nm in thickness) and alumina
(20 nm) films are deposited on the support together with the
colloids by physical vapor deposition (PVD). A chromium layer
(∼ 1-2 nm) is used as an adherent for gold on silica support. The
alumina layer serves as a protective film for gold in order to
keep it uncontaminated and undamaged during the reactive ion
etching (RIE) process. After the colloids are rubbed off softly, either
"dry" or "wet" etching of the metal films is applied in order to
produce the desired structure. In the case of "wet" etching (by
hydrogen fluoride (HF)), the Al2O3 layer is removed with HF
without damaging the gold. However, in the "dry" etching (by
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oxygen and carbon tetrafluoride mixture (1:4 ratio)) the alumina
layer has to be removed afterwards, for example, with a weak
base such as sodium hydroxide (NaOH) diluted solution. Finally,
samples may be annealed in order to increase their stability by
recrystalizing the gold at 250 °C for ∼ 1 hour or by employing the
RCA-1 cleaning protocol described in 3.2.2.
3.2.2 Sample cleaning with Piranha and RCA-1 solutions
RCA-1 sample cleaning protocol - a newly produced or acquired
sample surface is placed into amixture of milliQwater, ammonium
hydroxide (NH4OH) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) solution in a
volumetric ratio of 5:1:1 for 30 minutes and heated to 75 °C. After
RCA-1, samples are rinsed with MQ water and sonicated for 5
minutes in ethanol (99.5%) if self-assembled monolayers are to be
assembled afterwards.
Piranha sample cleaning protocol - only SPR sample surfaces are
cleaned with this method due to the fact that the chromium
adherent layer for nanowells dissolves in this leaving the gold film
and silica detached from one another. Nevertheless, the solution
of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and H2O2 is mixed in ratio of 3:1 and
sample is placed inside for 30minutes.Take note! Piranha solution
is foaming vigorously when in contact with organic material,
therefore the solution should be handled with extra care.
Alumina layer removal - Newly produced nanowell surfaces are
placed in 10 mM NaOH solution for 1 hour and rinsed with MQ
water before cleaning with RCA-1 method.
3.2.3 Molecular sieve drying
Molecular sieves have been used in order to keep methanol for
ARGET-ATRP reaction dry.
1. Vacuum (at ∼100-200 mBar) dry the 3A molecular sieves
overnight at 300 °C.
2. Place dried molecular sieves in a vacuumed desicator until
further use.
3.2.4 Self-assembled monolayer (SAM) assembly
1. Place samples in 1.5 mM TBU or DTBU in ethanol (99.7%)
solutions overnight.
2. Sonicate the samples, which are put in a beaker with 99.5%
ethanol, in a sonication bath (35 kHz) for 1 minute after
self-assembling the monolayers.
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3.2.5 ARGET-ATRP polymerization of PNIPAM polymer
brushes
ATRP polymerization of PNIPAM polymer brushes was followed
according to the ARGET-ATRP schematic described in section 2.2.4.
The final reagent concentrations are as listed below:
Chemical Molar concentration, M
N-isopropylacrylamide 0.48




Table 3.1: Chemicals utilized in
ARGET-ATRP reaction and their
molar concentrations.
The solvent mixtures of Methanol and MQ water were varied.
However, the final reaction mixture volume is always kept at 49
milliliters.
Figure 3.2: Setup for ARGET-ATRP
polymerization of PNIPAM under
non-glove box conditions.
In addition, the reaction is run in a common laboratory fume hood
and not in the glove box, as usually employed, therefore extra care
in order to avoid oxygen during the reaction is needed (to avoid
possible chain termination). The whole setup may be seen in figure
3.2.
The reaction procedure is as follows:
1. Weigh the chemicals to the exact amounts either straight
into the degassing flasks or, in the case of CuBr2, on the
anti-electrostatic weighing paper.
2. When appropriate dried and filtered through 0.2 m syr-
inge filter methanol, and water volume mixtures are se-
lected, transfer them into the flask, containing CuBr2, N-
isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) and N, N, N′, N”, N”-Penta-
methyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA). A rubber septum is
put on top of this flask in order to prevent ambient oxygen
from coming in during the degassing procedure.
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3. Degas with nitrogen gas for 30 minutes at a flow rate of 560
mL/min (at height of ∼3 cm; gas flow meter calibrated with
Agilent ADM flow meter; see fig.3.3) by piercing the rubber
septum with a needle attached to the nitrogen gas line.
4. 10 minutes before finishing degassing, attach a metal transfer
needle between the flask containing the chemical mixture
and a reaction jar with sample surfaces placed on a teflon
holder inside the jar.
5. 5 minutes before degassing procedure is finished and trans-
ferring of the solution is started, inject 1 mL of ascorbic acid,
dissolved in milliQ water in order to mix it with the rest of
the solution and degas it as well. Also, attach a membrane
pump and start it without transferring the solution (up to
date protocol includes non-degassed ascorbic acid solution
being injected straight into the polymerization solution with
the sample surfaces).
6. When degassing is done, lift up the nitrogen degassing
needle and lower down the metal transfer needle into the
solution in order to transfer the solution into the reaction jar
and initiate the reaction. (Note! The jar is sealed not only by a
cap, but also with additional parafilm layer around the cap)
7. Run the reaction for the desired amount of time and finish
it by opening up the jar and placing the samples into 99.7%
ethanol.
Figure 3.3: The utilized gas flow
meter during the reaction process has
“height levels”, which corresponds to
a certain nitrogen flow rate according
to the calibration curve.
After the reaction, samples are placed in covered sample holders
for further experiments.
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3.2.6 Fluorescence microscopy experiments
Fluorescence experiments have been performed by using the flow
cell (see fig. 3.9; see Appendix C) and an optical Axio Observer
microscope equipped with Andor IXon Life and Axiocam cameras.
Protein used for gating experiment was FITC-BSA, therefore the
illumination was achieved by using 90-HE LED filter set with an
excitation beam splitter (reflects and transmits light with 452 - 486
nm and 500 - 528 nm wavelengths, accordingly) and emission
filter (501-527 nm) as seen in figure 3.4, where 475 nm LED light is
transmitted through.
Figure 3.4: Sample illumination path-
way during fluorescence microscopy
measurements.
The excitation and emission peak maximums of FITC are at
wavelengths of 495 and 519 nm [128] (fig. 3.5), accordingly. The dye
is excited with 475 nm wavelength LED light, which is reflected
from the beamsplitter onto the sample surface and the emitted
light is detected with an appropriate camera as seen in fig. 3.4.
Figure 3.5: Illumination efficiency
parameters for FITC-BSA as taken
from Zeiss website [129].
Functionalized sample surfaces have been manufactured in such a
way that half of the sample would be plain gold and the other side
would contain nanowells as seen in fig. 3.6. All of the pictures have
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been taken with 50 x air objective even though the nanowell/gold
side of the surface is still exposed to a solution.
The fluorescence intensity ratio between gold and nanowell sides
(fluorescence intensity data is gathered from gold and nanow-
ell side separately as demonstrated in fig. 3.7) with subtracted





Where I(#,B), I(>;3) and I(02:.) are fluorescence intensities of
nanowell and gold region, and background light. The reason
why such an expression is used instead of just subtracting the
I(>;3) from I(#,B) straightforwardly, is because the transmission
through nanowells should be higher than through gold surface
without holes at and below 500 nm wavelength [116]. The back-
ground fluorescence intensity is subtracted by taking an image
with the Andor camera with the same camera parameters (e.g.
exposure time) as used in the experiments, just without LED
illumination. Then a matlab program is run (can be found in ht-
tps://pastebin.com/MvDPnvr4, password: 0NN4E1xPPG). Data
files extracted from the zen software (ZVI types) are converted
to time stack image files (TIFF) and processed with the matlab
code.
Figure 3.6: Sample surface having
bare plain gold (reference; bottom)
and nanowell sides (top; darker color)
with copper wires glued on in order
to initiate local surface heating on
demand. Nanowell/gold side can be
seen in the right side of the figure and
silica side is on the left.
Figure 3.7: 45v%MQPNIPAM poly-
mer brush (reaction time: 30 minutes)
functionalized half-half sample sur-
face. Two spots are selected - on
gold (blue square) and nanowell (red
square) side, and fluorescence intens-
ity is extracted with matlab code. The
white hollow square indicates a re-
gion, where the background intensity
data is collected from.
3.2.7 Extinction spectroscopy experiments
Extinction spectroscopy include running buffers, which are the
same as in other experiments : 1x phosphate buffered saline (PBS;
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10 mM phosphate, 137 mM NaCl and 2.7 mM KCl) and 1x borate
buffered saline (BBS; 10mMborate and 150mMNaCl)with varying
pH values depending on the experiment.
The lamp a and spectrometer for visible/near-infrared light em-
ployed for the spectroscopic real-time measurements are B&WTek
BPS2.0 and Cypher)" H (B&WTek), respectively. Extinction spec-
troscopy experiments included a flow cell (XNano) manufactured
by Insplorion, otherwise, custommade flow cells were utilized (fig.
3.8 and 3.9; blueprints for the flow cell made for microscopy experi-
ments can be found in Appendix C). Insplorion setup also includes
its own temperature control unit, where the desired temperature
may bet set. In other optical setups, in order to generate local tem-
perature increase by resistive heating, Gamry potentiostat interface
1000 was employed by applying voltage on the isolated copper
wires, which are glued to the sample surface with conductive
glue.
Figure 3.8: A flow cell, which was
utilized for plasmonic shift meas-
urements before developing a flow
cell, which fits the microscope optical
measurements as well.
3.2.8 Surface plasmon resonance experiments
SPR experiments were conducted by utilizing planar SPR sensor
chips, having gold (50 nm in thickness), chromium (the adhesion
layer between gold and silicon dioxide layers) and silicon dioxide
(as a support layers) (fig. 3.10). Figure 3.9: A flow cell, which is util-
ized in plasmonic shift and fluores-
cence measurements.
Figure 3.10: Three layered SPR sensor
chip, used in SPR experiments. Gold
side up (top), silica side at the bottom
(bottom).
SPR Navi)" 220A instrument (BioNavis) is equipped with three
lasers (785 nm, 670 nm and 980 nm), which induce different decay
lengths of sensing fields. The SPR spectra scans are taken on 2 flow
channels, which are exposed to the same chip, but different spots.
Consequently, giving the possibility to estimate how homogenous
the film of interest is.
For experiments, which include flow through the channels, a stable
baseline is established with a buffer of interest (e.g. 1x PBS). The
film thickness measurements using 35 kDa PEG (20 g/L) are
conducted at 50 L/min flow rate unless the temperature increase
is necessary. In this case, the flow rate is reduced to 10 L/min.
In parallel (e.g. 35 kDa PEG is injected in both flow channels at
the same time) mode injections were made for 10 minutes, with a
10 minute rinse with the running buffer in between each injection.
An injection profile of bulk liquid SPR response, showing that 35
kDa PEG does not irreversibly adsorb onto, e.g. PNIPAM polymer
brushes, was verified (the TIR and SPR angles after the injection
of 35 kDa PEG probe have returned to the baseline values) after
before applying the data to calculate brush height.
The height determination follows a procedure, which employs
Fresnel coefficients in order to fit SPR spectra and retrieve possible
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film heights, which correspond to respective refractive indexes.
This method has been described previously [33] and a MATLAB
script has been developed in order to facilitate the calculations
(Can be found via weblink: https://pastebin.com/M0Sw3QE3;
Password: QfdZrft836)
Figure 3.11: QCM-D crystal sensor
with deposited gold electrodes on one
side (left) and gold layer on the sens-
ing side (right).
3.2.9 Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation
Monitoring experiments
Measurements were performed using a Q-Sense E4 instrument
(Biolin Scientific) equipped with a peristaltic pump (Ismatec). Gold
or silica sensors (fig. 3.11; bare or functionalized with PNIPAM
polymer brushes) were mounted into one of the 4 available flow
cells and rinsed with running buffer (e.g. 1x PBS) until a stable
baseline is achieved. The setup can be seen in figure 3.12. QCM-D
experiment data is collected over 6 overtones (e.g. 1st, 3d, 5th, etc.),
but commonly, only the 3d and the 5th overtones are extracted for
further processing. Cleaning procedure ofQCM-Dflow cells: run at
least 10mLof 2w%SDSand25mLofMQwater once the experiment
is finished. Dry the flow cell with nitrogen afterwards.
Figure 3.12: Common QCM-D setup.
1 - q-sense analyzer, 2 - peristaltic
pump, 3 - a sensing chamber with 4
flow cells.
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4.1 DTBU SAM and PNIPAM polymer brush
molecular footprints
Before functionalizing nanowell structures with PNIPAM poly-
mer brushes for protein non-covalent entrapment and release
application, the initial phase of surface self-assembled monolayer
(SAM) had to be shown. Therefore, Fourier-Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy in reflection mode (FTIR-RAS; the T in y axis in fig.
4.1 is reflection, but taken as transmission from the software) was
employed (fig. 4.1 a)) in order to indicate the molecular footprint of
C-Br (expected at 515 - 690 cm−1) for two simultaneously function-
alized SPR sample surfaces. The strong Peak at 668 cm−1 indicates
C-Br bond stretching.
Also, a QCM-D experiment was performed, where the SAM was
prepared in absolute ethanol (99.7%). After re-introducing ethanol
at ∼10000 s the frequency shift decreased roughly by 0.5 Hz and
then continued to decrease over the rest of the experiment, which
could mean that the SAM has not reached an equilibrium state yet
or the shift is just due to drifting baseline over time. Nevertheless, it
seems that the assembly takes much longer than the experimented
time to fully assemble (the frequency shift was still decreasing after
∼ 4000 s; fig. 4.1 b)), therefore at least 18 hours have been chosen
in order to obtain the needed SAM layer as previously reported
[19].
FTIR-RAS spectra were taken also for PNIPAM polymer brush
functionalized SPR surfaces (fig. 4.2). Polymerization times vary
from 5 to 15 minutes and spectra were taken of two SPR sample
surfaces belonging to the same polymerization batch. In addition,
the polymerization was performed with 50/50v% MQ water/-
methanol in the solvent mixture also as suggested by Emilsson et
al. [19].
The spectra indicate the amide C=O stretch (1659 cm−1), N-H bend
(1553 cm−1) and also the CH-stretching region 2800-3000 cm−1. The
doublet at 1368 and 1388 cm−1 is attributed to isopropylmoiety. The
3300 cm−1 peak is attributed to N-H stretch. The identified peaks
(same positions as Beattie et al. have also seen [130]) confirm the
presence of PNIPAM on the SPR sample surfaces and the peak area
increases (indicating thicker polymer brushes)with polymerization
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Figure 4.1: a) Molecule of Bis[2-(2-
bromoisobutyryloxy)undecyl] disulf-
ide (DTBU) b) FTIR-RAS spectrum
of two simultaneously prepared SPR
sample surfaces, which are function-
alized with DTBU SAMs. The strong
Peak at 668 cm−1 indicates C-Br bond
stretching. Received reflection data
(shown as "T" in the figures as taken
from the software) has been conver-
ted into absorption according to the
formula in the y axis. c) DTBU SAM
being functionalized on a gold coated
QCM-D chip in real-time. The spectra
were offset at 2700 cm−1 to have 0
absorbance.
time. More FTIR-RAS spectra for different polymerization times
and v% MQ/MeOH solvent mixtures may be found in Appendix
B.
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Figure 4.2: FTIR-RAS spectra of
PNIPAM polymer brush (50/50v%
MQ/MeOH solvent mixture) func-
tionalized SPR sample surfaces,
where numbers 1 and 2 in the legend
indicate two samples from the same
polymerization batch. Polymerization
times vary from 5 - 15 minutes. All
spectra were offset to have 0 absorb-
ance at 2700 cm−1.
4.2 PNIPAM polymer brush thermo-responsive
behavior
After determining DTBU SAM layer and PNIPAM polymer brush
formation, it was necessary to see if the conformational change
above and below LCST is reversible in order to utilize the function-
alized surface for latter gating experiments. Therefore, as can be
seen in figure 4.3, it was determined that switching from room
temperature to above LCST temperature of PNIPAM (in this case
35 °C) makes the brushes switch from an extended state into a
globule form reversibly without inducing any chemical change.
This could be monitored by the change in the refractive index,
which is directly related to the SPR angle.
After a few months of polymerizing PNIPAM polymer brushes,
which are grafted-from the DTBU assembly, it was noticed in the
FTIR spectra (fig. 4.4), that the PNIPAM molecular footprint is
not evident anymore. Occasionally, no polymer was detected with
FTIR, suggesting that the initiator SAM did not form. Without
investigating further, we attributed this to a known possibility
of disulfide oxidation [131] over time and/or bromide moiety
[132], which is a main factor leading for the initiation of a radical
polymerization, leaving the carbon chain of DTBU. To avoid reoc-
curring problems with the DTBU SAM layer, a new chemical was
purchased every 2 months and no more failed reaction initiations
were noticed.
Furthermore, PNIPAM polymer brush layer, polymerized in the
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Figure 4.3: SPR angular senso-
gram, indicating reversible 50/50v%
MQ water/MeOH PNIPAM polymer
brush (reaction time - 10minutes) con-
formational change from "swollen" (at
room temperature; indicated by the
blue colour) to "collapsed" brushes by
increasing the temperature to 35 °C
(red colour).
50/50 (v/v%) MQ/MeOH solvent mixture and for 15 minutes,
was probed with a model protein BSA under physiological pH
in both - extended and collapsed state (fig. 4.5), in order to see if
the protein is not interacting with the brush layer itself and can
be indeed monitored in the gating/entrapment process. Indeed,
upon injecting BSA in the swollen (0 - 50 min) and the collapsed
brush regime (50 - 100 min) it can be seen that the SPR angles
are returning to the values before the injections, meaning that the
protein either is adsorbing reversibly or the shift in SPR angle
comes from the bulk refractive index change.
Figure 4.4: FTIR spectra, indicat-
ing one batch (50/50v% MQ wa-
ter/MeOH; 10 minutes) of a few
PNIPAM polymer brush functional-
ized SPR sample surfaces, that did not
contain PNIPAM polymer brushes.
The baseline shift is attributed to
the re-use of the SPR sample sur-
face for sample 2. Spectra are offset at
2500 cm−1.
Figure 4.5: SPR angular sensogram,
showing SPR angle response from
the BSA solution, but no adsorp-
tion on 50/50v% MQ water/MeOH
PNIPAM polymer brush film, poly-
merized for 15 minutes both at the ex-
tended/swollen and collapsed states
at physiological pH.
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4.3 BSA adsorption/desorption on silica and
transportation through PEG polymer brush
functionalized nanowells
To begin with, it was necessary to determine whether it is possible
to electrostatically adsorb BSA in the nanowell interior without
additionally getting it irreversibly bound to the gold surface,
which would make it denaturate [133, 134]. Also, to measure if
the electrostatically adsorbed BSA on silica could be be removed
from the nanowells by increasing the pH of the bulk solution (e.g.
change the surface charge of the protein, so it is the same as the
surface charge of the silica and thus repelled). All of this may be
done by taking advantage of the protein’s isoelectric point (IEP),
which is in the range of pH = 4.5 to 5.4 [135–137] and fused silica’s
negative surface charge when pH is above 2 [135, 138]. The pH, that
was employed in the experiments to electrostatically adsorb BSA
was 5.5, due to the fact, that, as reported in the literature [135, 137],
there is a residence time of the protein at the fused silica surface
even if the surface net charge is slightly negative and also in order
to avoid possible aggregation at low pH [135, 137, 139]. It was also
thought, that the protein will desorb easier later on, when pH is
increased compared to trying to desorb it below physiological pH.
It is important to mention, that if the pH is below 11, the protein
should avoid aggregation and retain its native structure [140].
BSA adsorption on bare silica QCM-D sensor can be seen in fig. 4.6
(an experiment conducted by Zeynep Adali; unpublished results),
where it adsorbs on the SiO2 bare surface at pH = 5.5 and fully
desorbs at pH = 8.5 (1x PBS) as seen from the frequency shift
returning back to the baseline at ∼ 130 minutes.
Figure 4.6: QCM-D experiment of
BSA adsorption on silica surface at
pH = 5.5 and desorption at pH = 8.5.
The same is observed with FITC-BSA, where the protein adsorbs at
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pH = 5.5 and is completely desorbed at pH = 8.5 as seen in figure
4.7.
Figure 4.7: QCM-D experiment of
FITC-BSA adsorption on silica sur-
face at pH = 5.5 and desorption at pH
= 8.5.
Moreover, a passivation layer of 2 kDa mPEG-SH on the gold
surface was chosen, which is supposed to have short enough
brushes of ∼ 6-10 nm in the swollen state [141], let BSA diffuse
into nanowells and also not allow it to adsorb on the gold surface.
In fact, this can be seen in figure 4.8. The pH during protein
binding was kept at 5.5 with 1x PBS buffer, however, in order
to desorb them and reach a pH = 8.0 or higher, 1x borate buffer
saline (BBS) was utilized. According to the shift of "Peak", which
is 0.647 nm (not to be confused with non-specific adsorption on
the gold surface, because reversible desorption is observed), and
"Dip" plasmonic shift (at least twice as big as the "Peak" shift, (1.381
nm)) BSA adsorbed inside the nanowells similarly how Emilsson
et al., observed [142]. The proteins were subsequently desorbed by
making their net charge negative at ∼ 8900 seconds.
As a complementary test to BSA protein gating, another model
protein neutravidin (NA; same 50 g/mL concentration in the
experiments)was chosen in order to see if the adsorption tendencies
are similar. The IEP of NA is ∼6.3 [143], but the running buffer
pH was kept the same as in the case with BSA for electrostatic
adsorption and desorption of NA inside the nanowells due to
the fact that the adsorption of NA takes approximately the same
amount of time as will be seen in the latter experiments. The
control experiment with 2 kDa mPEG-SH passivation layer and
NA can be seen in figure 4.9. The adsorbed amount of NA in terms
of "Peak" and "Dip" plasmonic shifts are ∼0.4 nm and ∼2 nm over
∼4600 seconds, accordingly. After the increase of pH to 8.0, the
remaining plasmonic shifts from the adsorbed NA were 0.164 nm
for "Peak" and 1.34 nm for "Dip". It seems that NA takes much
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Figure 4.8: A Plasmonic shift real-
time experiment showing BSA pro-
tein adsorption inside the nanowells,
which is reversible with pH, and on
the 2 kDa mPEG-SH functionalized
surface by changing pH from 5.5 to
8.0.
longer to adsorb and desorb from the inside of nanowells and, in
this case, full desorption was not achieved. The reason for slow
adsorption/desorption could be that NA has a higher IEP, the net
charge is less negative at pH = 8.0 and more positive at pH = 5.5
than in the case with BSA, leading to weaker electrostatic repulsion.
Alternatively, the polymer brush passivation layer had lower than
sufficient grafting density to prevent non-specific NA binding to
gold, possibly also leading to its denaturation.
Figure 4.9: NA protein adsorp-
tion/desorption from the inside of
the nanowells and on their 2 kDa
mPEG-SH functionalized surface by
changing pH from 5.5 to 8.0.
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In the next section, protein gating real-time plasmonic shift/ex-
tinction experiments with PNIPAM polymer brush functionalized
nanowells will be discussed and overviewed.
4.4 Real-time plasmonic shift DTBU initiated
PNIPAM polymer brush nanostructure
gating experiments for BSA and NA
transportation
Figure 4.10: PNIPAM polymer brush
functionalized nanostructure gating
mechanism for proteins.
In order to see if PNIPAM polymer brushes are efficient entropic
barriers for proteins, one has to think about two main factors
- optimal polymer brush extended/collapsed height and their
grafting density. Optimal extended/collapsed PNIPAM polymer
brush height will allow to tailor the gating mechanism for protein
translocation. For example, if the nanowell diameter is on the range
of 80-90 nm (fig. 1.1) and the extended polymer brush height is
enough to close this diameter, but keep it open in the collapsed state
(fig. 4.10), so the proteins can go through, then one has achieved
the optimal height for the gating system. In addition, having high
enough grafting density is necessary, because proteins tend to
fall into different adsorption modes, as discussed earlier in the
section 2.2.5. This could lead to possible protein adsorption and
denaturation on the gold surface. Nevertheless, if the polymer
brushes are hydrated enough, due to osmotic pressure build-up
within the brush layer, proteins will be repelled from adsorbing
on the gold or on the brushes [94].
Due to the fact that in this case PNIPAM polymer brushes are
grown by employing a grafting-from technique, there is no direct
way of determining the molecular weight or grafting density of
the film without being able to cleave polymer brushes from the
substrate and achieving a sufficiently high amount (∼0.1-0.15w/v%
of injected 100 L according to Waters guide [144]) detectable with,
e.g. gas permeation chromatography. For example, if one would
take an educated guess and assume polymer brushes with 20
kDa molecular weight (polymer brush extended height in the
range of 40-50 nm [141]), having a high grafting density of ∼1
chain/nm2 and a sample surface of 18x24 mm, then the cleaved
of amount of polymer brushes would be ∼14.4 g (or ∼0.2 g
with the grafting density presented by Emilsson et al. [141]). Due
to these limitations, only dry, swollen and collapsed polymer
brush heights were determined by employing the non-interactive
probe technique mentioned earlier in section 2.1.3. Nevertheless,
it is important to mention, that an approximate polymer brush
extended/collapsed thickness may be determined from analytical
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calculations (illustrative representation can be seen in fig. 4.11)
taking into account the surface plasmon sensitivity S0, plasmonic
field decay length , film thickness d, changes in bulk and film
refractive indexes Δn, and plasmonic shift Δ [117]:
Δ = (0Δ=(1 − exp(−3/)) (4.1)
Figure 4.11:An illustration represent-
ing how plasmonic field decay length
 decreases when going perpendicu-
larly away from the film towards the
bulk solution.
This equation may be further extended in order to determine
the collapsed (H2>;) and swollen/extended (H4GC) height of the
polymer brush:
(2>; − 4GC)/(0 = =2>; − =4GC + Δ=4GC 4(−4GC/) − Δ=2>;4(−2>;/)
(4.2)
Where Δn4GC and Δn2>; are differences between bulk refractive
index and the polymer brush film in extended or collapsed con-
formation, respectively. Also, in this case,H2>; ,H4GC and the refract-
ive indexes of the film are unknown components. The sensitivity
factor was reported to be ∼147 nm per RI unit [14] (how much
plasmon resonance shifts per liquid bulk refractive index unit) and
the decay length ∼50 nm [117] for 80 - 90 nm nanowells.
Even though molecular masses of the PNIPAM polymer brush
layers were not characterized, the protein permeation through
the nanowells was measured by real-time plasmonic shift and
fluorescence measurements in order to directly evaluate if the
brush layer is dense and thick enough.
The general PNIPAM polymer brush functionalized nanowell gat-
ing experimentation scheme can be seen in fig. 4.12. This procedure
was followed in most of the following experiments unless stated
otherwise:
1. PNIPAM polymer brush functionalized nanowells are ex-
posed to below physiological pH (pH = 5.5).
2. Protein solution in the same pH as in step 1. is injected. If
the polymer brush swollen height is thick enough to close
the pores, the proteins will be blocked from entering the
nanowells.
3. Protein solution is rinsed away with the running buffer (pH
= 5.5).
4. PNIPAM polymer brushes are collapsed by exposing them
to a temperature above their LCST.
5. Proteins are injected again in order to electrostatically bind
them inside the nanowells due to the fact, that the pores
should be open if the collapsed brushes become small enough
to leave an entrance.
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6. Rinsing with the running buffer (e.g. pH = 5.5).
7. Return to a temperature, which is below PNIPAM polymer
brush LCST.
8. Increase the pH of the running buffer to at least pH = 8.0
in order to see if the proteins are trapped or are leaving the
nanowells (i.e. desorbing from silica inside the nanowells as
seen in fig. 4.8) according to the change of their net charge
becoming the same as the surface charge of silica.
9. Collapse the polymer brushes again by increasing the tem-
perature to above their LCST in order to release trapped
proteins, if any.
Figure 4.12: A planned protein trap-
ping and release protocol through
PNIPAM polymer brush functional-
ized nanostructures.
One of the first BSA gating experiments was done with 50v%MQ
PNIPAM polymer brushes, polymerized for 10 minutes, and can be
seen in fig. 4.13. One can notice, that the "Peak" and "Dip" plasmonic
shifts are ∼2-3 times smaller compared to the control experiment
(fig. 4.8), meaning that either only a small fraction of PNIPAM
functionalized nanowells let the BSA translocate through or, in
contrast to adsorption at physiological pH (4.5), some proteins
have bound to the collapsed brush at pH = 5.5. Instead of utilizing
1x pH = 8.0 BBS to desorb BSA from the nanowell interior, close to
physiological pH was used, but evidently the selected 1x pH = 7.4
PBS was not high enough in order to desorb the electrostatically
bound protein. This can be observed from the plasmonic shift
after the increase of pH at ∼16500 seconds (or step 8 in the gating
procedure listed above),which did not cause a return to the baseline
level. An alternative explanation is that the polymer brushes may
be assumed to be too thick even in the collapsed state, because
the expected plasmonic shift from BSA translocation is ∼0.5-0.7
for "Peak" and ∼1.3-2.6 for "Dip" as reported by Emilsson et al.
[142] and seen in other plasmonic shifts during BSA adsorption
indicated in Appendix D.
After a few successful 50v%MQPNIPAM polymer brush syntheses,
it was noticed by visual observation, that the brush layers have
patches, i.e. the thickness was not uniform on the sample surface.
A few reasons for this could be - a poorly formed DTBU initiator
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Figure 4.13: One of the first attempts
to trap and release BSA protein (con-
centration is kept the same in all exper-
iments unless stated otherwise) upon
varying its net charge by changing
the pH from 5.5 to 7.4 (1x PBS) with
50v%MQ water MQPNIPAM poly-
mer brush functionalized nanowells
(reaction time: 10 min.).
layer (parts of the surface do not have polymer brushes) or because
the polymerization reaction is happening rapidly, some chains
are growing faster than others (e.g. by sterically blocking other
chain growth) or because of poorly formed initiator layer due
to insufficient surface cleanliness, therefore blocking other chain
growth sites. Therefore, it was chosen to reduce the v% of MQ
water, which is a better solvent for PNIPAM than MeOH, and vary
the polymerization time in order to attain more homogeneous
polymer brushes and also reduce the thickness of the film.
Some of the PNIPAM funcitonalized nanowell gating experiments
and reduced water content during polymerization may be seen
in figures 4.14 and 4.15 (take note that all of the plasmonic shift
experiment numerical values may be found in the (Appendix D)).
Two complimentary BSA and NA gating experiments performed
with DTBU initiated 45/55 (v%/v%) MQ water/MeoH solvent
mixture and polymerized for 1 hour 40 minutes (fig. 4.14 and 4.15,
respectively) resulted in "Peak" and "Dip" plasmonic shifts, which
differ almost by double when comparing these two experiments,
upon collapsing the brushes.
These two coated nanostructures in both gating experiments, con-
tain PNIPAM polymer brushes produced with the same reaction
conditions in order to monitor reproducibility, however, shows a
lack of it. In the first case (fig. 4.14) the "Peak" and "Dip" polymer
brush collapse shifts increased to 2.907 and 3.99 nm, accordingly.
This could mean that either polymer brush layer is thicker, produ-
cing a higher "sensed" refractive index by the plasmonic field, or
due to differing grafting density, have less water in their vicinity
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Figure 4.14: Real-time plasmonic
shift BSA transport gating experi-
ment with 45v%MQPNIPAM poly-
mer brush (reaction time: 1hr. 40min.)
nanowells.
compared to experiment shown in fig. 4.15. Even though, the "Dip"
shift baseline is drifting over time, it is possible to deduct from
"Peak" plasmonic shift, that almost negligible amount (∼ 0.042 nm
over 3200 seconds) of BSAwent through the swollen state PNIPAM
polymer brush pores. The "Peak" and "Dip" shifts upon injecting
BSA over collapsed state polymer brush nanowells are as expected
when a full protein monolayer is adsorbed inside the nanowells
[142], resulting in 0.505 nm and 1.152 nm. This indicates that these
polymer brushes may be thick enough to block proteins from leav-
ing when they have a negative net charge, which indeed may be
seen in the experiment. However, a peculiarity upon collapsing the
polymer brushes again, is observed - the plasmonic shift expected
from the protein desorption is decreasing very slowly, possibly
indicating protein non-specific binding to the gold surface. This
might happen if not enough densely packed PNIPAM chains are
allowing protein to penetrate through (as Xue et al. and Sangwook
et al. have seen before [145–147]), reach the gold and adsorb, which,
in turn, denatures them and leaves irreversibly bound to the sur-
face. In addition, plasmonic shifts of "Peak" and "Dip" with values
0.341 nm and 0.517 nm are retained, respectively, which indicate
the remaining adsorbed BSA. They are calculated by subtracting
the change in plasmonic shift (assumed to be desorbing BSA) upon
turning the protein’s net charge negative (at ∼13000 seconds) until
the very last data point (at ∼22500 seconds) of the figure from
the plasmonic shift gained from adsorbing BSA at the collapsed
state.
In addition, when NA transport is gated with the coated nano-
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Figure 4.15:Real-timeplasmonic shift
NA transport gating experiment with
45v%MQPNIPAM polymer brush (re-
action time: 1hr. 40 min.) nanostruc-
tures.
structures (fig. 4.15), too short PNIPAM polymer brush layer may
be seen, because some (0.121 nm for "Peak" and 0.222 nm for "Dip)
of the NA protein is translocating through the pores, covered by
swollen state brushes, at ∼3500 seconds with a relatively long in-
duction time. Even more protein is adsorbed once the temperature
is increased above polymer brush LCST (0.648 nm for "Peak" and
1.51 nm for "Dip"). The higher "Peak" plasmonic shift upon ad-
sorption compared to the control experiment (fig. 4.9) could result
from the fact, that some protein has bound to the gold surface due
to, e.g. lower grafting density of the polymer brush. After NA net
charge has been changed to negative, the protein was desorbing
very slowly and after switching to lower pH at ∼14000 seconds
around 0.213 nm for "Peak" and 0.828 nm for "Dip" were left. The
evident NA adsorption on the gold surface is also noticed from the
higher "Peak" plasmonic shift left after increasing the pH (0.213
nm) compared to the control experiment (0.164 nm) over a shorter
period of desorption time. The "Dip" plasmonic shift resulted in
0.828 nm, which is smaller than in the control experiment and can
possibly be explained by the fact, that the depth of the nanowells
is smaller, leading to a smaller surface area for proteins to adsorb
on. In addition, because the isoelectric point of NA is higher than
BSA, we cannot confirm yet that NA is completely desorbing at
pH = 8.4, therefore an additional control experiment is required to
confirm that.
A slight caution should be advised when comparing plasmonic
shift values between different experiments, because the shifts could
differ from nanowell sample surface to another due to previously
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mentioned effects in the section 2.3.1. In addition, as it will be
shown later on, the plasmonic shifts in "Peak" and "Dip" from
changing between 1x PBS pH = 5.5 to 1x BBS pH = 8.0 are 0.081 nm
and 0.08 nm, respectively.
In the next section, plasmonic shift discrepancies appearing in
PNIPAM polymer brush conformational change behavior between
two initiators - DTBU and the thiol equivalent (TBU; an alternative
initiator, which is more soluble in ethanol than DTBU and could
possibly increase the grafting density of the brushes) will be
overviewed.
4.5 Discrepancies in plasmonic shifts upon
thermo-responsive switching between
DTBU and TBU SAM initiated PNIPAM
polymer brushes
It was noticed that after utilizing DTBU SAMs to initiate polymeriz-
ation, PNIPAM polymer brush conformational switching resulted
in irreversible changes in both "Peak" and "Dip" plasmonic shifts
(increased values after collapsing the brushes and re-swelling; will
be termed "overshifts"). Such and example can be seen in fig. 4.16.
These changes suggest that PNIPAM brushes are not swollen to the
same extent as before collapsing the brush. A possible explanation
for these "overshifts" could be that some of the DTBU initiator mo-
lecules are oxidized [148], the bromide moiety leaving prematurely
[132], which possibly produces less packed polymer brushes, or
assembly of disulfide multilayers [131], which result from poor
solubility of disulfides before the reaction. Nevertheless, the un-
expected "overshifts" after each polymer brush collapse seem to
slowly decrease and eventually result in plasmonic shift returning
to the baseline as seen in fig. 4.16 after the 3rd conformational
switch.
It is also important to mention, that in order to go above PNIPAM
LCST temperature, resistive heating was applied in most cases
locally on the gold surface, but the actual temperature induced
is not determined. Therefore, caution should always be taken
with the applied voltage on the functionalized sample of interest,
because as reported previously [131], thiols and disulfides might
re-arrange on the gold surface as it is still not understood as how
they are bonded to it. Alternatively, in cases, where insplorion
setup was used with smaller PNIPAM functionalized sample chips,
the temperature control unit was utilized to induce polymer brush
conformational change above their LCST, but the "overshifts" were
still evident.
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Figure 4.16: DTBU initiated
45v%MQPNIPAM2hrs15min
polymer brush plasmonic shift
thermo-responsive collapse tests,
where unexpected "overshifts"
appear after the first and second
switching and disappear once
collapsed the third time.
In order to try and avoid these "overshifts", possibly related to
DTBU initiator and also to increase the solubility of the initiator, a
thiol equivavalentHS-C11-OC(O)-IzoButyrate-Br (depicted as TBU)
was chosen to form SAMs on gold sample surfaces and initiate the
future PNIPAM polymer brush polymerization reactions.
As it is observed in the figure 4.17, the previously mentioned
"overshifts", as in some cases with DTBU initiated PNIPAM poly-
mer brushes, have been eliminated due to this chemical change.
After collapsing and re-hydrating the brushes, the plasmonic shift
becomes the same as before increasing the temperature above poly-
mer brush LCST. Therefore, the discrepancies have been attributed
to the better solubility of TBU initiator, possibly avoiding the form-
ation of multilayers [131], resulting from precipitation of DTBU,
which could possibly induce some structural re-arrangement of
sulfur-sulfur/sulfur-gold bonds upon heating locally the surface
and exposing the gold surface to contamination. [149, 150].
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Figure 4.17: Control experiment
of plasmonic shift between chan-
ging running buffer from 1x PBS
(pH = 5.5) to 1x BBS (pH = 8.0)
and 45v%MQPNIPAM35min poly-
mer brush reversible plasmonic shift
response to temperature change from
RT to above PNIPAM LCST (reaction
time 35 minutes; thiol initiated).
4.6 Real-time plasmonic shift TBU initiated
PNIPAM polymer brush nanostructure
gating for BSA transport
By trying to optimize solvent composition and polymerization time
for TBU initiated PNIPAM polymer brushes in order to efficiently
gate protein transportation, the reaction time was chosen to be 30
minutes and the MQ water amount 39v% (fig. 4.18; other attempts
may be seen in Appendix D).
This protein transport gating experiment should be taken as an
example of controlled trapping and release of BSA proteins on
demand. Even though, a very small "Dip" plasmonic shift may be
seen upon BSA injection in the swollen PNIPAM polymer brush
regime, it can be regarded as negligible as it is most likely just a
baseline drift. BSA adsorption happened as expected (as discussed
in BSA and NA control experiments) in the collapsed state ("Peak"
and "Dip" shifts resulted in 0.567 nm and 1.03 nm). Upon increase
of pH to 7.9 (1x PBS), a lot of the proteins left the nanowells
or the gold surface (according to decreased "Dip" and "Peak"
plasmonic shifts), suggesting that the brushes could be too short
in some nanowells, letting BSA out. However, at ∼17500 seconds
the plasmonic shift stabilized, leaving "Peak" and "Dip" plasmonic
shifts 0.196 nm and 0.393 nm, respectively. This indicates, that a
fraction of nanowells were coated with sufficiently dense and thick
PNIPAM polymer brushes. After increasing the temperature above
PNIPAM LCST again, the remaining proteins left the nanowells
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Figure 4.18:Real-timeplasmonic shift
BSA transport gating experiment
with TBU initiated 39v%MQPNIPAM
polymer brush (reaction time: 30
min.) nanostructures.
and the plasmonic shifts basically returned to the initial baseline
values. The possible explanation for only partial BSA desorption
upon changing the protein’s net charge to negative, could be due to
the fact that nanowell diameter is in a range of 80-90 nm, so it could
be that some nanowells will be covered by brushes in the swollen
state, while others not (as seen in figure 4.19) or the plasmonic
shift decreased due to proteins desorbing from the silica, but still
remaining inside the nanowells (the signal does not return to the
baseline). Alternatively, some PNIPAM polymer chains continued
to growwhile others not due to possible radical-radical termination
events [151].
Figure 4.19:A representation of some
nanowells having slightly bigger dia-
meter than others (in the range of 10
nm). If the polymer brushes are not
long enough to cover all of the nanow-
ells, some proteins could translocate
into the interior. The scaling of the
polymer brushes, nanowells and pro-
teins are not correct in order to better
illustrate the example.
In order to possibly achieve thicker PNIPAM polymer brushes
on the nanowell surface, the volume fraction of MQ water was
increased by 1v% and the resulting plasmonic shifts from polymer
chain collapsemay be seen in figure 4.20. As observed, the resulting
plasmonic shifts upon heating the sample surface are even smaller
than in the previous experiment (fig. 4.18, which was taken as an
indication, that the polymer brushes are either less thick, than in
the case with 39v%PNIPAM30min polymer brushes or have lower
grafting density, so the gating of BSA transportwas not investigated
further. In addition, the plasmonic shifts upon repeated collapse
of 40v%PNIPAM30mins PNIPAM polymer brushes differ by ∼0.1
nm and this is possibly due to the fact that the applied voltage
during the second polymer brush collapse was 0.1 V lower than
for the first and resulted in not a fully collapsed brush.
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Figure 4.20: Resulting plasmonic
shifts upon increasing the temper-
ature above PNIPAM LCST with
40v%MQPNIPAM polymer brushes
(reaction time 30 minutes; thiol initi-
ated).
4.7 Plasmonic shift reproducibility
investigation upon collapsing PNIPAM
polymer brushes
Due to the fact that by slightly increasing the MQ water amount
in the reaction, which should promote chain growth, PNIPAM
polymer brush "Peak" and "Dip" plasmonic shifts have become
smaller than in the case of 39v%PNIPAM30mins, an investigation
for polymer brush plasmonic shift reproducibility (in terms of
thickness and/or grafting density) was needed.
First of all, two nanowell sample surfaces grafted with the same
batch of 40v%PNIPAM30mins polymer brushes have been pro-
duced and can be seen in figures 4.21 and 4.22.
As can be seen from the "Peak" and "Dip" plasmonic shifts in
both experiments, even in the same batch polymerized PNIPAM
polymer brushes may possibly result in different thicknesses an-
d/or grafting densities. The difference between the two are on
a factor of ∼2 and ∼2.5 in terms of "Peak" and "Dip" plasmonic
shifts, respectively. Similar inconsistencies have been noticed for
45v%MQPNIPAM30min polymer brushes, which have been at-
tempted to be reproduced at least 1 time andmay be seen in figures
4.23, 4.24.
The first example (fig. 4.23) resulted in much lower (a factor
of ∼3.7 and ∼8.1 for "Peak" and "Dip", accordingly) "Peak" and
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Figure 4.21: Resulting plasmonic
shifts upon increasing the temper-
ature above PNIPAM LCST with
40v%MQPNIPAM polymer brushes
(reaction time 30 minutes; thiol initi-
ated; 1st sample of the same batch).
Figure 4.22: Resulting plasmonic
shifts upon increasing the temper-
ature above PNIPAM LCST with
40v%MQPNIPAM polymer brushes
(reaction time 30 minutes; thiol initi-
ated; 2nd sample of the same batch).
"Dip" plasmonic shifts compared to 2nd and 3d time attempts to
reproduce functionalized nanowells.
It can be reasoned by the fact, that the solvent mixture with the
monomer and the ascorbic acid was not degassed for 30 minutes,
but for 25 minutes instead. This could have resulted in slightly
higher oxygen content, which resulted in some chain termination
events, in comparison to the other reaction (fig. 4.24), thus making
the PNIPAM polymer brushes less thick or the grafting density
in this case was lower due to some initiator SAM defects on the
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Figure 4.23: "Peak" and "Dip" plas-
monic shifts upon increasing the tem-
perature above PNIPAM LCST with
45v%MQPNIPAM polymer brushes
(reaction time 30 minutes; thiol initi-
ated).
surface. Also, it was noticed, in this case, that the transfer of the
solvent mixture in the polymerization vessel took ∼2 minutes
slower, which could produce a less homogeneous layer, in terms
of polymer brush thickness, and result in smaller "Peak" and "Dip"
plasmonic shifts, because the chain growth was initiated earlier
for a part of the surface while for the rest was not. The three
small "Peak" and "Dip" plasmonic shift "spikes" seen between 200
seconds and the first indicated heating mark were resistive heating
attempts with too small voltages.
The attempt to reproduce 45v%PNIPAM polymer brush collapse
experiment seen in figure 4.23 resulted in much higher "Peak" and
"Dip" plasmonic shifts (fig. 4.24.).
It is important to mention, that the two attempted plasmonic
shift reproducibility experiments with 45v%MQPNIPAM30mins
are from different polymerization batches. Also, the transfer of
the solvent mixture to the polymerization container from the
degassing flask for the 2nd attempt took ∼3 minutes whereas for
the 1st attempt (fig. 4.23) it took ∼5 minutes. The slower liquid
transferring speeds are possibly related to tube clogging and/or
the pump having contaminants on the membrane, thus producing
varying suction.
Some inspiration was taken from previously reported optimized
PNIPAM polymer brush growth conditions in order to achieve
more reproducible PNIPAM polymer brush functionalized layers
in terms of homogeneity and height [110]. Thus, MQwater/MeOH
solvent mixture during the polymerization procedure was changed
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Figure 4.24: "Peak" and "Dip" plas-
monic shifts upon increasing the tem-
perature above PNIPAM LCST with
45v%MQPNIPAM polymer brushes
(reaction time 30 minutes; thiol initi-
ated; 2nd attempt to reproduce the
plasmonic shifts).
to contain 16mol% (or 70.3v%MQ water) MeOH. BSA protein
transport gating fluorescence (with fluorescently tagged FITC-
BSA) and complementary real-time plasmonic shift experiments
were attempted with these functionalized nanowells and will be
presented, and discussed in the next section.
4.8 Real-time fluorescence and plasmonic shift
experiments on BSA transportation gating
with PNIPAM polymer brush
functionalized nanostructures
As complementary proof to plasmonic shift BSA gating experi-
ments, a flow cell for optical microscopy has been designed, as
mentioned beforehand. One FITC-BSA protein transport gating
experiment will be discussed in this chapter. Sample surface for
such fluorescence microscopy experiment is half bare gold (with
no structures) - half nanowells (fig. 3.6; 80 - 90 nm in diameter),
functionalized with PNIPAM brushes.
The nanowells (on the right) and bare gold (on the left) can be seen
in figure 4.25. The dark field observation of the structures was
utilized before running the gating experiment in order to establish
focus andwanted position. Also, by comparing these two sides and
subtracting the fluorescence intensity it is possible to determine
when the fluorescently tagged FITC-BSA proteins are trapped or
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released from the vicinity of the nanowells as will be seen later
on.
Figure 4.25: Dark-field image of bare
half gold (on the left) - half nanow-
ell(on the right) sample surface (50 x
magnification, 4.2 ms exposure time
and 630 nm LED illumination; air).
Thefluorescently labelledFITC-BSAgatingprocedurewithPNIPAM
functionalized nanowells in fluorescence microscopy experiment
continue as in the previously described gating scheme in fig. 4.12.
Figure 4.26: FITC-BSA protein trans-
port gating fluorescence experiment
with 16mol%MeOHPNIPAM polymer
brush (reaction time: 10 minutes)
gold-nanowell surface (images taken
every 15 seconds).
By employing 16mol%MeOHPNIPAM (polymerized for 10minutes)
polymer brush functionalized nanowells, FITC-BSA protein trans-
port gating experiment with optical microscopy was conducted
andmay be seen in figure 4.26. This particular polymerization time
4.8 Real-time fluorescence and plasmonic shift experiments on
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has been chosen, because according to the swollen and collapsed
heights shown in 4.28 for 10 minute polymerization time, polymer
brushes should be able to block the nanowells in the swollen state
(swollen height is ∼49 nm) and let FITC-BSA through in the pore
open regime (collapsed height is ∼19 nm at above PNIPAM LCST),
because nanowell diameter is between 80 - 90 nm.
As seen from fig. 4.26 after the injection of FITC-BSA over swollen
brushes at pH = 5.5 and rinsing with running buffer, the fluores-
cence intensity did not return to the baseline value (∼1 a.u.). This
indicates that some proteins either translocated through the poly-
mer brushes and adsorbed in the nanowell interior or adsorbed
on the surface due to some surface defect (e.g. some pores have
too short polymer brushes or these particular polymer brushes
has worse grafting density), or both. Also, the fluorescence in-
tensity from the nanowell side compared to the gold side of the
sample surface is higher upon FITC-BSA injection at ∼300 seconds,
probably because of the previously mentioned (in section 3.2.6)
higher light transmission through the nanowells compared to
bare gold. In order to achieve full FITC-BSA adsorption inside
the nanowells, the polymer brushes were collapsed above their
LCST and proteins were injected with a consequent rinse step.
Furthermore, the higher fluorescence intensity upon injection of
FITC-BSA on collapsed PNIPAM polymer brush functionalized
gold-nanowell surface compared to the period when the proteins
were injected over swollen brushes, results from proteins adsorb-
ing in the interior of the nanowells, on the collapsed PNIPAM
brushes, or both. Nevertheless, desorption of FITC-BSA at pH = 8.3
in both - collapsed and swollen state polymer brush nanostructures
- was attempted. The fluorescence signal starts decreasing as soon
as the net charge of FITC-BSA becomes negative, which means
that the protein is desorbing and the reason for this could be too
short PNIPAM brushes not blocking the nanowells when they are
supposed to. Additionally, compared to the QCM-D control exper-
iment (fig. 4.7), the desorption of FITC-BSA is much slower, which
could be due to the fact of slower liquid exchange in the flow cell
(FITC-BSA molecules are circulating in the flow cell chamber), but
also possibly indicating non-specific binding to the gold surface or
PNIPAM polymer brushes in the collapsed state.
Protein transport gating procedure with 16mol%MeOHPNIPAM
(reaction time: 10minutes) polymer brush functionalized nanowells
from the same polymerization batch as sample seen in fig. 4.26
was repeated in the real-time plasmonic shift setup and can be
observed in the figure 4.27, BSA proteins are adsorbing irreversibly
on the surface even when PNIPAM polymer brushes are in the
swollen state and supposed to be in the extended conformation.
Also, much higher than expected plasmonic shifts in "Peak" and
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"Dip" upon injection of BSA suggest that the protein is binding to
the gold surface. The subsequent increase to pH = 8.32 resulted in
BSA desorption from the interior of the nanowells, but not from the
gold surface due to the expected plasmonic signal change when
the protein adsorbs inside the nanowells (as seen in figure 4.8). The
remaining plasmonic shift, which did not return to the baseline
at ∼16000 seconds, indicating non-specific irreversible binding of
BSA to the gold surface. In addition, this experiment indicates that
both samples from the same polymerization batch possible have
insufficiently packed PNIPAM polymer brushes (lower grafting
density than expected) in the swollen state not only in order to
block protein transport in the interior of the nanowells, but also
adsorption on the gold surface.
Figure 4.27: Real-time plasmonic
shift gating experiment attempt
of BSA protein transport with
16mol%MeOHPNIPAM polymer
brush (polymerized for 10 minutes)
functionalized nanowells.
Other polymerization time same solvent composition PNIPAM
polymer brush dry, collapsed and swollen heightswere determined
with the non-interactive probe method in SPR and Fresnel mod-
elling, and are presented in fig. 4.28. Dry, collapsed and swollen
PNIPAM brush heights produced with this solvent mixture can-
not be differentiated between 5 and 10 minute, and 15 and 25
minute reaction times, respectively. The reasoning for this could
be varying grafting densities in all of the cases and possible poly-
mer chain termination at 15 minute reaction time, which could be
induced either by oxygen species present during the reaction or
non-homogeneous chain growth.
All in all, the conclusion from the fluorescence and plasmonic shift
gating experiments is that PNIPAM polymer brush thickness and
possibly grafting density remain to be further optimized. Polymer
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Figure 4.28: 16mol%MeOHPNIPAM
polymer brush (polymerized at differ-
ent time) dry, collapsed and swollen
heights and determined with non-
interactive probe method and Fresnel
modelling.
brush thickness homogeneity could be improved by keeping one
type of solvent composition, but changing other parameters such as
reaction and degassing time, and injecting dissolved ascorbic acid
straight into the reaction vessel with other polymerization reagents
and nanowell surfaces in order to keep a more uniform polymer
brush layer by avoiding liquid transferring. The grafting density,
directly linked to the initiator SAM, could be improved by exposing
the surface with the initiator SAM to ambient environment less,
so that the possibly prematurely leaving bromide moiety could
remain intact on the initiator molecules and trigger polymer chain
growth during the reaction. Alternatively, one could avoid re-using
the same sample surface, which could impede homogeneous SAM
formation due to surface defects upon continuous handling with
e.g. a tweezer.
4.9 Investigation of BSA adsorption on bare
silica and PNIPAM polymer brushes
BSA adsorption at different pH on the TBU initiated PNIPAM
polymer brush functionalized sensors may be seen in figures 4.29,
4.32, 4.30, 4.34 and 4.36.
In the SPR experiment (fig. 4.29), where BSA was adsorbed on
PNIPAM collapsed brushes, almost irreversible binding (some BSA
is rinsed away with the running buffer) may be observed.
When thepolymer brushes are re-swollen and thepH is increased to
pH = 8.0 (1x PBS), BSA desorption seems almost indistinguishable
from the baseline drift. This irreversible adsorption or very slow
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Figure 4.29: BSA adsorption
on the collapsed thiol-initiated
45v%MQPNIPAM30mins polymer
brushes at pH = 5.5 and attempted
desorption at pH = 8.0 (1x PBS).
desorption has been noticed in the some of the plasmonic shift
gating experiments, hence it cannot be ignored and attributed only
to, e.g. exposed bare gold layer andmore investigation is needed.
Inspired by the BSA adsorption on the collapsed PNIPAM brushes
at pH = 5.5, three additional QCM-D experiments have been con-
ducted, where BSA was adsorbed on collapsed PNIPAM brushes
at different pH values ranging around its IEP. When BSA was
injected over collapsed PNIPAM brushes at pH = 4.5 (fig. 4.30;
zoom in image of the region of interest is seen in fig. 4.31), a
clear negative frequency shift of ∼9.2 Hz can be seen, indicating
adsorbed proteins even after the rinse step. Also, when the brushes
were re-swollen and the pH was increased to 8.0, only a small
fraction of protein has desorbed (positive frequency shift of 1.38
Hz) over a period of 2000 seconds. This indicates not only a strong
interaction with the collapsed PNIPAM polymer brush, but a pos-
sible BSA structure reorganization. It could be possible due to the
fact that the hydrogen bonding between PNIPAM brush amide
moiety and protein hydrogen donors, carboxylic acid moieties,
are more prevalent at lower pH. Because of this, exposition of
the hydrophobic subdomains of BSA could appear, which interact
with the isopropyl moieties of PNIPAM chains.
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Figure 4.30: BSA adsorption
on the collapsed thiol-initiated
45v%MQPNIPAM20mins polymer
brushes at pH = 4.5 and desorption
at pH = 8.0 (1x PBS).
Figure 4.31: A zoomed in im-
age of BSA adsorption on
45v%MQPNIPAM, polymer-
ized for 20 minutes, collapsed
brushes at pH = 4.5.
In contrast to BSA adsorption at pH = 4.5, adsorption at pH = 5.5
on the collapsed brushes (fig. 4.32; zoomed in image of relevant
region is seen in fig. 4.33) resulted in almost all BSA being desorbed
after increasing the pH to 7.6 (a negative 1.4 Hz frequency shift
left after pH increase to 7.6). This is peculiar, because in the same
experiment BSA was also injected over the collapsed brush at pH
= 7.6 and no significant adsorption on the brushes is observed (e.g.
assuming that a monolayer for BSA results in frequency shift of
∼20-30 Hz as seen in figures 4.6 and 4.7 and as reported by Heider
et al. for neutravidin [152]).
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Figure 4.32: BSA adsorption
on the collapsed thiol-initiated
45v%MQPNIPAM20mins polymer
brushes at pH = 5.5 and desorption
at pH = 7.6 (1x PBS).
Figure 4.33: A zoomed in im-
age of BSA adsorption on
45v%MQPNIPAM, polymer-
ized for 20 minutes, collapsed
brushes at pH = 5.5.
The discrepancies between the BSA adsorption QCM-D experi-
ments suggest that there must be an optimal pH, at which BSA can
be adsorbed inside the nanowells and still be removed from the
collapsed PNIPAM brushes and silica upon turning the protein
net charge negative.
In BSA adsorption at pH = 6.0 case (fig. 4.34), full desorption of the
protein can be noticed at the moment, where the polymer brush
layer is not above LCST temperature (fig. 4.35) anymore (∼8700
seconds; return to the baseline after brush collapse). This is not
observed in the QCM-D experiment, where BSA was adsorbing on
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collapsed PNIPAM polymer brushes at pH = 4.5.
Therefore, it can be concluded, that there really should be an
optimized pH, where BSA adsorbs on the collapsed PNIPAM
polymer brush functionalized surface and reversible desorbs upon
re-swelling them again.
Figure 4.34: BSA adsorption
on the collapsed thiol-initiated
45v%MQPNIPAM20mins polymer
brushes at pH = 6.0 and desorption
at pH = 8.0 (1x PBS).
Furthermore, as an extra test to all previous protein adsorption
experiments at different pH values on PNIPAM polymer brush
functionalized QCM-D sensors, BSA was adsorbed on 16mol%
MeOHPNIPAM, polymerized for 15 minutes, brushes at pH = 5.5
again (fig. 4.36), but as seen at the cooling step, starting at ∼15000
seconds, the slowly decreasing frequency shift can either be the
protein desorption or the slow re-hydration of PNIPAM polymer
brushes.
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Figure 4.35: A zoomed in im-
age of BSA adsorption on
45v%MQPNIPAM, polymer-
ized for 20 minutes, collapsed
brushes at pH = 6.0.
Figure 4.36: BSA adsorp-
tion on thiol-initiated
16mol%MeOHPNIPAM15min
functionalized gold coated QCM-D
crystal at pH = 5.5 and desorption at
pH = 8.3 (1x BBS).
However the negative frequency shift (∼1-2 Hz; as seen in fig. 4.37)
upon injecting BSA over the collapsed brushes and rinsing with
the running buffer is insignificant compared to the frequency shift
resulting from the collapsed brushes. In this case, it is hard to say
if BSA is slowly desorbing upon rinsing the collapsed brushes at
pH = 5.5 or possibly a drift in baseline over the course of ∼1 hour
is observed.
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Figure 4.37: A zoomed in im-
age of BSA adsorption on
16mol%MeOHPNIPAM, poly-
merized for 15 minutes, collapsed
brushes at pH = 5.5.
Knowing that BSA does not adsorb on collapsed PNIPAM brushes
at pH = 7.6 (fig. 4.5), but possibly adsorbs irreversibly at pH = 5.5
(figures 4.32 and 4.36), an optimum pH might be established for
BSA adsorption so that the proteins would adsorb on SiO2 inside
the nanowells, but not on the collapsed brushes. An additional
experiment showing BSA adsorption on SiO2 at pH = 6.0 is presen-
ted in figure 4.38. Slower than at pH = 5.5 (fig. 4.6) adsorption
and desorption (compared to FITC-BSA desorption in fig. 4.7) are
observed.
Figure 4.38: QCM-D control experi-
ment of BSA adsorption on SiO2 sur-
face at pH = 6.0 and desorption at pH
= 8.0.
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It could be postulated, that an optimum pH between pH = 6.0 and
pH = 7.6 could be found for BSA adsorption on PNIPAM polymer
brush functionalized nanowells, where unwanted BSA adsorption
on the polymer brushes could be minimized or avoided and still
be applied for reversible adsorption on silica.
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Different PNIPAM polymer brush polymerization times and solvent compositions
during the reaction have been tested. The brushes were manufactured in solvent
mixtures ofMQwater andMeOH,where the content ofwater ranged between∼35-
70v% and are shown in some cases to be densely enough packed to block protein
transport according to plasmonic shift measurements when BSA is injected over
the swollen state polymer brush functionalized nanostructures. This makes them
more feasible to apply for protein adsorption only inside the nanowells avoiding
the gold surface, because the proteins are repelled by the polymer brushes with
high surface grafting density [58, 94]. A successful attempt (as seen from the
real-time plasmonic shift measurement in fig. 4.18) to produce PNIPAM polymer
brush functionalized nanowells as gating systems for BSA protein transport has
been achieved by choosing the 39v% of MQ water in the reaction mixture (the
rest being MeOH) and polymerization time to be 30 minutes.
The previously reported [110] utilization of 16mol% to 31mol% (almost the double
water content) in the solvent mixture during the polymerization (reaction time:
10 minutes) resulted in polymer brushes, which either have too small grafting
density or are too short in the swollen state according to real-time plasmonic shift
and fluorescence experiments. This lead to a conclusion, that these particular
brushes were not suitable for protein transport gating experiments.
As seen from the PNIPAM polymer brush collapse tests in figures 4.16 and 4.17,
TBU initiated polymer brushes seem to have better conformational switching
behavior, in terms of reversible plasmonic shift after the collapse of the brushes,
compared to the brushes initiated with DTBU.
In the future, more reproducible polymerization procedure in terms of polymer
brush height, is going to be worked on, because as seen in figures 4.21 and
4.22, the produced polymer brushes even in the same batch may differ in the
grafting density or thickness according to discrepancies in plasmonic shifts upon
collapsing the brushes. This is going to be achieved by repeating polymerizations
with 39v% of MQ water (rest MeOH) or changing the polymerization time
for this particular solvent mixture. Also, determination of polymer brush dry,
collapsed and extended heights with SPR will be crucial in this respect. A
complementary experiment to the real-time plasmonic shift measurement on
BSA transport gating will be conducted with 39v%MQPNIPAM polymer brushes
(reaction time: 30 minutes). Additionally, an optimum pH for BSA transport
through PNIPAM polymer brushes has to be investigated further in order to
minimize or avoid undesired adsorption on collapsed polymer brushes. These
experiments can be done for NA as well. Moreover, other protein variants as
well as human blood serum and even DNA transport through the functionalized
nanowells could be tested in order to see possible blockage by PNIPAM polymer
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brushes. Once the polymerization procedure is reproducible and desired height
polymer brushes are achieved, confocal microscopy could be used as a tool in
order to study protein trapping, release and possibly interactions with other
molecules inside individual nanowells. Moreover, flow experiments through
PNIPAM functionalized nanopores could be conducted, where protein molecules
are pushed through the dense polymer brush layer with shear flow, e.g. to
determine possible flow rates, which would be another milestone for the future
single-molecule platform application.
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Albumin–fluorescein ≥7 mol FITCmol albumin
isothiocyanate conjugate
Bovine serum albumin ≥ 96%
Borate buffer saline tablets; pH 8.2
Copper (II) Bromide 99%





N-isopropylacrylamide ≥ 99%; Stored degassed
N, N, N′, N”, N”-
-Pentamethyldiethylenetriamine 99%
Phosphate buffer saline tablets; pH 7.2
Polyethylene glycol 35 kDa
Sulfuric acid 95.0% - 97.0%
Sodium dodecyl sulfate ≥ 99%
Sodium hydroxide ≥ 97%
Thermo Fischer Scientific
Ammonium hydroxide solution 28-30%
Neutravidin
NML Syringe Filter Nonsterile, hydrophilic, 0.2 m
Solveco
Ethanol 95% and 99.7%
Circuitworks
Conductive epoxy glue Used for gluing insulated copper wires to samples
Merck
Molecular sieves 0.3 nm
H2O2 30%
Continued on the next page
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Table A.1: Chemicals and materials used for this project (cont.).
Material Description
Prochimia
HS-C11- OC(O)- IzoButyrate-Br Stored degassed and frozen
RS components
Polyether ether ketone Used as the main block material for the flow cell
VWR
Fused silica Utilized as a material for flow cell windows
Picodent Twinsil
Addition-curing duplicating silicone Used for gluing flow cell windows
Dow Corning
High vacuum grease Used when vacuum drying the molecular sieves
Laysan Bio
Thiolated polyethylene glycol 2 kDa
In-house
Milli-Q water ASTM Research grade Type I ultrafiltered water
from a Millipore system (18.6 MΩs)
Appendix B
Fourier-transform infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (FTIR-RAS) data. Parts of the spectra,
which do not have a stable baseline are attributed to the defects of the re-used sample surface.
Figure B.1: FTIR ATR-RAS spectra of PNIPAM polymerizations containing 45v% MQ water in the solvent mixture. Also,
subfigures having "dry MeOH" denoted in the legends describe reactions having dried MeOH with 3 Å molecular sieves
in the solvent mixture. The two subfigures at the top contain spectra, which are offsetted at 2500 cm−1 and the spectra in
the bottom subfigures at 1600 cm−1.
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Figure B.2: FTIR ATR-RAS spectra of PNIPAM polymerizations longer than 1 hour at different MQ water v%. All spectra
have been offset at 2700 cm−1. In all polymerizations 97% NIPAM was utilized unless stated otherwise.
Appendix C
The first blueprint of the designed flow cell for optical microscopy in-situ experiments:
Figure C.1: First model of the flow cell designed for fluorescence microscopy and plasmonic shift experiments.
The first flow cell had to be re-designed because gave too high background noise from the light,
which was reflected from the top wall of the flow cell perpendicular to the incident beam. Therefore,
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a second (up to date) blueprint of the flow cell for optical microscopy in-situ experiments was
designed:
Figure C.2: Up-to date model of the flow cell designed for fluorescence microscopy and plasmonic shift experiments.
Appendix D
All determined plasmonic "peak" and "dip" shift numerical values can be seen in figures D.1 and
D.2, respectively, for DTBU and TBU (thiol) initiated PNIPAM polymer brush polymerizations. Take
note that in the system column, Micro1, Micro2 and Macro are separate optical setups in the lab. In
the Micro2 system the light spot transmitting through the sample surface is smaller than in Micro1,
Macro and Insplorion systems, thus plasmonic shifts are of relatively larger noise level.
Figure D.1: All measured plasmonic shift experiments with DTBU initiated PNIPAM polymer brushes.
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Figure D.2: All measured plasmonic shift experiments with TBU initiated PNIPAM polymer brushes.
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